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editor’s note

No, Greg Galitzine has not undergone plastic surgery and a

name change. Nor has he entered the witness protection

program. And he hasn’t even been kidnapped while on a

press junket in Brazil.

Instead, Greg has been promoted to Group Editorial Director for the IP Communications

Group here at TMC. He’ll still be overseeing the overall editorial workings of Internet

Telephony, IMS and SIP magazines, but he’ll also now be taking a much more active role in

the editorial content of TMCnet, TMC’s astoundingly successful communications and

technology news website.

As for myself, you may be experiencing some déjà vu. I was the founding editor of VON

Magazine; other readers out there may remember my long association with Harry Newton

and Computer Telephony magazine, later known as Communications Convergence.

When I’m not asking Greg questions incessantly on a daily basis, I’ll be attempting to walk

in his moccasins, assuming his former Executive Editor role in charge of our three

illustrious magazines.

I’m fortunate to come on board just as IMS is revving up. When the technology is fully

tested and deployed, anybody will be able to wander around from wireline to wireless

environments and maintain access to all of his or her services. It doesn’t matter what device

is being used. I could be in my home and step outside with my phone, causing me to jump

from my home network/wireless network, possibly under Wi-Fi, onto cellular mobile

roaming, and while I’m doing that I could be transferring content from my digital recorder

onto my mobile device. I may have the ability to manage my wireline-based applications

from my wireless device.

As IMS fully integrates such things as fixed-line, mobile and Wi-Fi broadband

technologies, it will break down the barrier that used to restrict certain applications to the

wireline world, now making them wireless too and thus bringing about true Fixed Mobile

Convergence (FMC), sometimes called “fixed-to-mobile” convergence. FMC can be a bit

disconcerting, since it allows for wireline service providers to break free of landline

networks, and vice versa. In the future, you will be aware that you are served by a

Communications Service Provider (CSP), but you won’t know exactly what kind of

provider it is, simply because it will be able to reach anywhere, adapting itself to whatever

terminal or type of access that’s available near you at any moment.

IMS also allows for (hopefully) exciting new services to be quickly devised and deployed.

This means that you’ll see many unusual services appearing over the next few years. Some

of these will be successful but many won’t be — a situation reminiscent of the many

different kinds of “dot bombs” that came and went in the 1990s. Let’s cross our fingers that

there won’t be too many of those, since IMS delivering multiple services will also provide

more opportunities for operators to generate additional revenue via cross discounts, up-

selling and more detailed demographic analysis.

Fortunately, in a recent Siemens survey entitled,“Global and U.S. Demand for Wireless

Solutions,” 1,000 U.S. mobile phone subscribers report that they’re ready for advanced

cellular applications, including mobile email, music and television. Indeed, 52% of U.S.

mobile users say they are likely to purchase such services in the future compared to 62% of

non-U.S. consumers.

So there you have it — the IMS adventure begins, and YOU are there!

by Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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Navigation. It’s the one word that seems most

appropriate for helping IMS decision makers with this

issue. My focus on navigation stems from the fact that

the market is becoming more challenging to fully

comprehend, partly because of the sheer number of

IMS-related announcements.

Additionally, there is a bit of confusion over what I

wrote about last month — Advances in IMS or A-

IMS (http://www.tmcnet.com/ims/0806/publishers-

outlook-0806.htm). People are trying to wrap their

heads around what A-IMS might mean to the

industry. More recently, another announcement was

made by a group of leading mobile operators

promoting the Next Generation Mobile Networks

(NGMN) initiative. This group will focus on new

technologies such as WiMAX. (define - news - alert)

They hope to leverage their sizable influence to put

forth their recommendations to those telecom

equipment manufacturers supplying NGN handsets

and infrastructure. To this end, the group is inviting

handset, core and radio access equipment vendors to

join NGMN as affiliated members.

Part of the motivation for this initiative arises from

the group’s conviction that the 2G and 3G operators

didn’t have a strong enough voice in setting standards.

Hopefully this initiative will play nice with the IMS framework and further interoperability

will result from the NGMN’s efforts.

Speaking of standards, the IMS Forum has been very busy since our last issue getting a

bakeoff ready and they have also put out a great FAQ on IMS — basically everything you

wanted to know but were afraid to (or didn’t know who to) ask. See

http://www.imsforum.org for details.

Other things worth noting are that Frost & Sullivan has decided that Empirix is the leader

in the IMS testing space. This is not so surprising as Empirix has been promoting their

thought leadership — with products and in other ways — in this space while their

competition has been pretty quiet. That is, until recently — Spirent too is now playing in

the IMS game with its Spirent Protocol Tester.

Spirent’s Protocol Tester seems like a good tool for addressing IMS interoperability testing

challenges because it allows users to add, remove and customize protocol message headers

“Any IP based network is

vulnerable to the threat of

Malware. Service Providers may be

able to deploy technology that

analyzes network communications

to identify any malware within the

network or to identify

compromised protocols.

Enterprises have similar

technologies at their disposal as

well as others, like Promisec, that

can identify malware when it gets

to endpoints or servers.”

— Amir Kotler, CEO of Promisec

The IMS GPS

by Rich Tehrani

publisher’s outlook
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and payloads. The tool also allows engineers to define

and create any protocol call-flow using any mix of

protocols.

My take is that Spirent (news - alert) is late to the game

but they are large enough so that the delay may not

hurt them if they are quick to promote their new

products. I expect to see Ixia gaining some share in

this space as well. That’s because, whereas Empirix

seems to own dominant IMS mindshare today, there

isn’t yet a strong number two testing player.

The trend towards larger and larger IMS

announcements continues. For example, Flextronics

Software Systems recently announced its Diameter

IMS Solution, geared toward telecom equipment

manufacturers and applications developers who want

to create charging and self-profiling software for IMS.

The Diameter Solution is an off-the-shelf signaling

solution. It offers a multi-protocol framework and a

distributed architecture for high capacity and fault

tolerance. The solution features external API support

and a modular design to ensure optimal parsing and

easy adoption for any host system software

architecture. The solution may support several

thousand sessions per second on a single server. This

reduces the total cost of ownership and also controls

congestion, enabling upgrades on live systems. It

complies with 3GPP Release 6 specifications and

IETF standards, as well as all necessary interfaces like

Ro/Rf, Cx, Dx and Sh. The product additionally

features flexible APIs for Java applications as well as

enhanced APIs for 3GPP and TISPAN.

Flextronics’ new Diameter Solution, in conjunction

with the company’s existing portfolio of SIP and SS7

technologies, enables telecom equipment

manufacturers to develop IMS-compliant core and

interworking solutions.

Other large players are trying to get a piece of the

IMS pie. For example, distribution giant EMBARQ

Logistics (formerly Sprint North Supply) and Sonus

Networks recently entered a distribution agreement in

which EMBARQ Logistics will resell Sonus’ suite of

IMS-ready solutions in North America.

Sonus has been in the IMS news often and they

recently announced that their IMS solutions will be

behind the Whaleback CrystalBlue Voice Service.

Whaleback’s target customers are SMBs and hopefully

we will see the Sonus solution used to its full potential

so small and medium businesses can get some of the

most advanced IMS services available on the market.

So it looks like the industry is off to a great start with

a slew of products and services to choose from. The

only downside in IMS at the moment is the rush by

vendors to label all of their existing equipment as

IMS-ready. It reminds me of the Internet’s early days

when you could even find an Internet-ready UPS.

Obviously we are still in the early stages of this

market’s life, and companies that just repackage old

products and rely on marketing spin won’t last. Still,

the buyer must beware and one of the jobs of this

publication will be to help you navigate the IMS

waters more effectively. Consider this publication the

GPS of your IMS voyage.

IMS Magazine — Now Available Live

If you like this magazine you will love it live and by

that I mean IMS Expo that takes place in San Diego,

CA in October of 2006 and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida in

January 2007. Make sure to check

http://www.tmcnet.com for details on this event. I

just spent many hours with my team assembling the

best IMS conference program in the world and if you

are looking to understand everything you need to

know in the world of service provider communications

you will not want to miss either event. As always

please book your hotel room early as TMC events are

consistently selling out show hotels and surrounding

hotels months before our events.

publisher’s outlook
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By Erik Linask

For users of Interactive Intelligence's (news - alert) Communite, a software-

based unified messaging solution for enterprises and educational

institutions, migration to an all-IP communications platform has been

simplified with the proven interoperability between Communite and Cedar

Point Communications' (news - alert) SAFARI C3, an integrated carrier-class

VoIP switch that supports SIP functionality and embraces the move to an

IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture. Importantly, like

Communite, SAFARI C3 supports both legacy and next-generation

telephony systems, which means that users of both have the option of

migrating to a simplified all-IP

environment completely at their own

pace.

With SAFARI C3 providing scalable

and reliable carrier class IP switching

capabilities, and with Interactive

Intelligence providing enhanced

messaging applications, corporations and

learning institutions of any size can have

a comprehensive, cost-effective enterprise

communications system. Indeed,

SAFARI C3 was initially designed for

the carrier community, but as it has

become apparent that large, distributed

organizations have similar needs, Cedar

Point has adopted its hardware in

response.

Cedar Point has designed its SAFARI C3 to be able to support future
multimedia services and applications that will be required by businesses and
educational institutions alike, allowing them to replace legacy PBX systems
with a single Safari C3. In fact, they can, if they choose, ultimately develop
their network into their own VoIP (define - news - alert) service, which would
not only reduce expenses further, but would also put complete control of the
communications system in the hands of the organization.

Interactive Intelligence developed Communite as an alternative to
proprietary messaging systems, featuring simplified set-up, maintenance, and administration, as well as
scalability up to hundreds of thousands of users across distributed sites. Adding to Communite's appeal
is the fact that it is open standards-based, making it highly compatible with other SIP-based software and
hardware solutions. That, in turn, presents long term investment protection and a viable, incremental
future migration path to VoIP — Communite also supports hybrid environments.

http://www.cedarpointcom.com

http://www.inin.com

VoIP Switch from Cedar Point Proven Interoperable

with Interactive Intelligence 

Spirent Communications Introduces

New IMS Testing Product

Spirent Communications, (news - alert) a global

provider of performance analysis and service

management solutions, announced availability

of the Spirent Protocol Tester, a new platform

that provides unrivaled flexibility and ease of

use for testing IMS architecture.

Spirent Protocol Tester provides

comprehensive support for all major VoIP and

IMS protocols and media formats, including

conformance, protocol, functional, and

interoperability testing, while simultaneously

providing high-performance signaling and

media load generation. Spirent Protocol Tester

can test and emulate virtually any VoIP and

IMS network element, function or service. Its

protocol-independent architecture allows new

or proprietary protocols to be added quickly

and easily. Its software architecture provides

users with unparalleled levels of protocol

customization, automation, reusability,

scalability, flexibility and ease of use.

With the Spirent Protocol Tester engineers

can define and create any protocol call-flow

using any mix of protocols. The Spirent

Protocol Tester provides this needed flexibility

via a modern graphical user interface necessary

for rapid test case creation and easy

troubleshooting.

http://www.spirentcom.com

industry news
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By Erik Linask

The Wi-Fi Alliance and CTIA - The Wireless Association have developed

a testing program for Wi-Fi/cellular phones that provides radio frequency

performance mapping in a converged environment.

This testing program provides detailed

measurements on key parameters,

including: transmit power, receive

sensitivity, emitted power, and

desensitization in the dual mode

environment. To complete the testing, a

device must also be Wi-Fi CERTIFIED® 

for core Wi-Fi interoperability and CTIA

certified for core cellular performance.

This development represents a major breakthrough in promoting the

widespread adoption of FMC (fixed/mobile convergence) technology, as,

until now, there existed no independent data on the performance of Wi-

Fi/cellular devices. Not only will this provide insight into the performance

of the Wi-Fi components of cellular handsets, but also about how the

cellular and Wi-Fi components interact. The data will be collected from

tests conducted in independent laboratories authorized and recognized by

both organizations.

"The new test program is another indicator of Wi-Fi's widespread

acceptance and growth from a traditionally PC technology to one that is

now common in a variety of consumer devices, including mobile phones,"

says Frank Hanzlik, Managing Director of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

http://www.wi-fi.org
http://www.ctia.org

Wi-Fi and Cellular Convergence Test Data Available

for Carriers and Developers

IBM Unveils Location-Based 

Business Finder

IBM's (quote - news - alert) India Research Lab

has developed a location-based service for

mobile phone users that helps mobile users to

connect with both fixed and mobile businesses

in their vicinity. When deployed by mobile

phone service providers, the business finder

technology allows a consumer to find and use

the nearest, most highly rated and available

service vendors like plumbers, electricians,

carpenters or doctors, a spokesman for IBM

India 

Research says.

The business finder technology combines

geographic information system (GIS)

applications and data analysis with mobile

telephone networks to provide information to

a consumer who is looking for a specific

nearby service.

The technology stands out from others in its

ability to connect to mobile businesses and

vendors that may be in the vicinity when a

service is required. The ability to rate vendors

and businesses on a number of parameters

including reputation is an added benefit. It

combines various attributes including location,

reputation, dynamic workload and feedback

from consumers to match consumers with the

closest available vendors. The underlying

technology allows telecommunications service

providers to track and update data sources

including mobility, presence and reputation of

service vendors, IBM added.

The business finder technology has a Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) and is based on

IMS (Internet Protocol Multimedia

Subsystem) telecommunications standards.

http://www.ibm.com
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By Laura Stotler 

Whaleback Systems, (news - alert) a provider of managed services

and IP PBX solutions, announced it is using the IP Multimedia

Subsystem (IMS)-ready architecture from Sonus Networks (news

- alert) to support its Whaleback CrystalBlue Voice Service. The

Sonus-based network will

enable Whaleback to

provide small and

medium-sized businesses

with feature-rich voice

over Broadband service.

Whaleback is deploying a

suite of Sonus solutions

that includes the

GSX9000 Open Services

Switch, the PSX Call

Routing Server, the SGX

Signaling Gateway, and

the Sonus Insight

Management System.

The CrystalBlue Voice

Service from Whaleback is

premises-based and

software-driven, and is

ideal for companies that require from five to 500 phone stations. It

is a managed service and is deployed via a dedicated, "voice only"

broadband connection to the DSL or cable infrastructure. This

ensures that voice services receive required quality of service levels.

"Whaleback Systems' targeted approach to the market, focusing

specifically on SMB users, means that they place an even higher

premium on cost efficiency coupled with superior service," says

Steve Edwards, chief marketing officer, Sonus Networks. "By

selecting Sonus as the foundation for its Voice over Broadband

network, Whaleback is able to offer its customers access to a

carrier-quality network with robust calling features, such as

'follow-me' calling, desktop messaging, and video calling."

http://www.whalebacksystems.com

www.sonusnet.com

Whaleback Deploys Sonus Solutions for Dedicated

Voice Services

Lucent to Acquire Mobilitec

By Cindy Waxer

Lucent Technologies (quote - news - alert) has entered into

an agreement to acquire Mobilitec, a provider of content

management software for wireless service providers. The

acquisition aims to fortify Lucent's next-generation

platforms that support voice, video, data and multimedia

applications, enabling more services for mobile and

broadband users.

Lucent plans to integrate the Mobilitec (news - alert)
solution, which enhances Lucent's IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) and Mobility (3G) portfolios, with
Lucent's application products to enable intelligent,
personalized context-aware content delivery and targeted
advertising. This will make it possible for service
providers to offer special promotions on their web
storefronts that are personalized based on content,
profiles, preferences, location and availability. In addition,
these promotions can be targeted by device or user
segment, and sent to friends through buddy lists to
support viral marketing. Lucent's integrated solution will
accelerate the service provider's ability to respond to the
growing market opportunity.

The Mobilitec mPower product provides a single

platform that supports all content and media types, such

as firewall and security software, ring tones, games, music

and videos, enabling operators to maximize content

revenues while increasing operational efficiencies.

The Mobilitec platform manages the complete content
life cycle by offering software for processing submissions
from a content provider, content management in catalogs,
digital rights management, rendering to ensure content is
formatted for the subscriber's wireless device, a web-style
page that can serve as the carrier's "storefront," and a
delivery mechanism.

http://www.mobilitec.com

http://www.lucent.com

industry news
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IP Unity, the leader in carrier-grade media servers, application

servers and real-time multimedia applications, has teamed with Surf

Communication Solutions, (news - alert) a leading provider of high-

capacity multimedia processing boards for the telecommunication

infrastructure field, to deliver advanced video functionality in

applications such as video messaging and video conferencing.

IP Unity's (news - alert) IMS-ready Mereon 6000 Media Server and

Mereon Application Server are being paired with Surf 's ATCA-

ready SurfRider-812/PTMC resource board, supporting eight TI

TMS320C6412 DSPs, and SurfStream media processing framework

to enhance the delivery of diverse video communications signals

from one end device or network to another, enhancing many

emerging multimedia applications for converging networks.

IP Unity is bringing feature rich, flexible, and user-friendly carrier-

grade video messaging and video conferencing applications to market

this year, as part of its ongoing strategy to equip carriers and

enterprises with unified communications and IMS-ready solutions.

The company's strategy includes the delivery of IMS functions,

delivery of H.263/MPEG-4/H.264 signals and video quality

enhancements.

http://www.surf-com.com

http://www.ip-unity.com

IP Unity Selects Surf Communication Solutions'

DSP Resource Boards for IMS Video Applications

LongBoard Ships MediaRoam Tier One

Global Carrier

LongBoard, (news - alert) a leading provider of IMS

software that enables personalized multimedia

services, has shipped a pre-release version of

MediaRoam to a Tier-1 global carrier in Europe.

MediaRoam is a new software product line from

LongBoard that enables telecommunications carriers

to deliver differentiated IP Multimedia Subsystem

(IMS)-enabled, real-time multimedia services across

fixed and mobile networks with high-speed

handover.

MediaRoam delivers network-based policy and

enforcement capabilities that ensure quality user

experiences for multimedia services. MediaRoam

enables carriers to ensure that mobile users are

always connected to the optimal fixed or mobile

network available — the network that is best able to

provide users with the services they want.

In addition, MediaRoam further enhances the

mobile user experience by adapting streaming

multimedia services in real-time as users move across

networks. For example, MediaRoam adapts a

streaming video to a higher quality stream as mobile

users move from a GSM network to a Wi-Fi

network.

MediaRoam is delivered on the LongBoard

Multimedia Application Platform (LMAP), the

company's proven, carrier-grade IMS-compatible

converged services platform. MediaRoam, which is

fully compatible with IMS, enables delivery of

multimedia services across multiple access networks

including GSM, GPRS, CDMA, UMTS, and Wi-Fi

networks. MediaRoam complements LongBoard's

OnePhone product line, which provides seamless

mobility for converged voice services and is fully

compliant with the 3GPP's Voice Call Continuity

(VCC) standard.

http://www.longboard.com
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Stratus Technologies (news - alert) announced the acquisition of Emergent Network

Solutions, an innovator in advanced telecommunication software and

services that enable carriers and service providers to integrate current

and emerging network technologies.

Emergent's focus on products and solutions for voice over the Internet

Protocol (VoIP) and the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) builds out

Stratus' strategic business initiative and current solutions for

Fixed/Mobile Convergence (FMC) and Service Mediation, which

enable disparate network technologies to operate together seamlessly.

Stratus is committed to offering carriers and service providers

interoperability between traditional wireline networks, mobile and

cellular networks, and rapidly growing VoIP and IMS services like those

made possible by Emergent. This network convergence strategy

addresses fundamental revenue generation and subscriber retention

issues confronting telecommunications service providers today. It also

strongly positions carriers and service providers to leverage their existing

infrastructure investments as they embrace and migrate to emerging

network-infrastructure standards in the future.

"The adage that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts applies

perfectly well here, for both Emergent and Stratus," says David J.

Laurello, Stratus president and CEO. "Our business strategies blend

very well. And because we approach the market from different sides of

the convergence paradigm, our engineering expertise, products,

channels, and customers also complement each other. I am exceptionally

pleased to have Nathan Franzmeier, Emergent's founder and CEO, and

his entire team join the Stratus Technologies family."

http://www.stratus.com

Stratus Acquires Emergent Network Solutions

industry news
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Sonim Technologies Unveils the XP1

Unbreakable PTT Handset

Sonim Technologies, (news - alert) provider of

mobile VoIP and push-to-talk IMS solutions for

operators, announced the launch of the XP1,

which it says is the world's first industry standard

push-to-talk (PTT) handset and the world's first

ruggedized GSM PTT handset.

The XP1, GCIF-certified for the EMEA and

Asian markets, lets mobile operators offer services

to an enterprise subscriber base of more than 25

million mobile workers that require PTT

capabilities in an economical, field-ready handset.

These groups include workers in rapidly expanding

industries such as security, field maintenance,

logistics/transportation and utilities as well as a

variety of field staff in the public and private

sectors.

The XP1 incorporates the approved Open Mobile

Alliance (OMA) PoC 1.0 standard, which enables

one-to-one and one-to-many PTT

communications capabilities across any GSM

network. An extra large button on the side of the

handset allows users to operate the walkie-talkie

style PTT capabilities. Additional features include

extra large interface buttons, an oversized screen

for better visibility outdoors and extended battery

life. The XP1 is IP-52 certified to ensure resistance

to dust and water — two of the most common

disruptive elements field workers encounter.

In addition to the handset, Sonim offers a

client/server platform that runs on a standalone

basis or is easily integrated into IMS network

systems. The Sonim solution runs on GSM and

Wi-Fi environments and the services enable fixed-

to-mobile convergence between GSM and Wi-Fi,

allowing operators to realize additional value from

these deployments.

http://www.sonimtech.com
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By Laura Stotler

GENBAND (news - alert) and Resolute Networks have

completed extensive interoperability testing between the

Resolute (news - alert) CMX-1614 Circuit Emulation

Component Module and GENBAND's G6 Universal Media

Gateway. GENBAND is a provider of IMS-based

telecommunications applications and infrastructure products

to enable converged IP multimedia services, while Resolute

provides circuit emulation pseudowire subsystem and

technology solutions.

The interoperability validation was initiated by specific

requests from Tier-1 network equipment providers.

Pseudowire solutions preserve legacy services while enabling

the creation of a next-generation network. They enable an

operator to package any service, legacy or emerging, and send

it into the network in a common format to preserve the

original features while delivering end-to-end OAM&P

(operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning).

The Resolute CMS-1614, when used at a remote site with the

G6 Universal Media Gateway as the central site circuit

emulation aggregator, enables network equipment providers to

realize the benefits of pseudowire. They may give service

providers an open/standards-based platform for quick

deployment to address a variety of needs for such services.

The announcement will enable Resolute's network equipment
providers to offer service providers direct interconnection for
millions of TDM voice customers using high performance
access networks directly into carrier networks. They may do
this via the G6 gateway, and without the need to replace their
existing PBX implementations. Resolute customers support a
number of major access markets including carrier Ethernet,
PON, DOCSIS cable, and fixed wireless.

http://www.genband.com

http://www.resolutenetworks.com

GENBAND and Resolute Complete Interoperability

Testing for NGN Solutions

BT Announces Corporate Fusion Fixed/Mobile

Convergence Service

By Laura Stotler

BT (news - alert) has announced BT Corporate Fusion, a

premises-based fixed/mobile convergence (FMC) service

for large organizations. The Corporate Fusion service

enables organizations to take advantage of fixed/mobile

convergence and deployment of Internet telephony as well

as Wi-Fi coverage.

The new service potentially enables greater productivity, as

well as the possibly reducing GSM call costs and improving

quality of service for BT customers. The Leeds City

Council (LCC), the second largest local authority in the

UK, is the first customer to trial the service. The Council is

piloting Corporate Fusion across two of its premises to

assess its capability in improving productivity and

communications.

City Council employees will use dual-mode mobile phones

incorporating regular GSM and Wi-Fi connectivity as part

of the trial. Calls made from these phones within LCC's

premises will be connected through Wi-Fi access points and

routed over existing fixed/line infrastructure. The Wi-Fi

access points ensure optimal in-building coverage

throughout LCC's premises. Outside the offices the phones

will work like regular mobile phones, enabling global

roaming on GSM.

"This launch underpins BT's commitment to deliver

innovative services for our customers and is another step in

BT's Fusion roadmap, which spans home, offices and 'out

and about' globally," says Steve Andrews, BT Chief of

Converged Communication Services. "It will also continue

to broaden the appeal of Wi-Fi and take BT one step closer

to achieving its Mobility and Convergence vision —

providing its customers with access to all their applications

and information on their choice of device, utilizing the best

network available with one customer experience."

http://www.bt.com
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One view could be that IMS and SDPs (Service

Delivery Platforms) are just more network elements, and they will just

enable more services. So we can maintain our existing paradigm.

A second view (we’ll call this the “technology view”) begins similarly,

but recognizes that IMS and SDPs really usher in the era of IP

multimedia (that’s why IMS is so named). This actually has a

significant impact on operations, since measuring capacity, quality and

failures in IP networks is vastly different — and potentially more

challenging — than in circuit oriented networks.

For all their faults, circuit switched networks were deterministic. Their

performance has been understood since A.K. Erlang published his

classic paper in 1917. And they don’t often degrade — they fail,

generating alarms. Relatively speaking, circuits are quite nice and clean. IP networks,

though, act very differently. Two of the main advantages of IP networks are that 1) they

support a lot of different services, and 2) they are highly efficient at inter-mixing lots of

service streams together, through a form of statistical multiplexing. But these advantages

change the long-held norms of operations:

1. There’s no longer a 1:1 relationship between services and facilities

2. IP usually doesn’t fail cleanly, it degrades and not always predictably; one school of

thought suggests the behavior is chaotic in nature.

3. Different services on the same facility may be performing differently (e.g., the

performance and capacity is fine for email, but not for VoIP or interactive gaming)

Without diving into the details, suffice it to say that traditional network management must

shift to service management, and deterministic fault and performance management must

become much more statistical and trend oriented. And, I should note, some “operations”

functions, such as establishing QoS or assigning bandwidth, should move into the network

as real-time policy functions. In fact, as we evolve networks, it seems that everything

becomes more real time.

All this, I believe, is true. But while solving these technical issues is necessary, it’s far from

sufficient.

A third view is that the rich new world of IMS and SDP enabled services, combined with

today’s operations paradigm, is a disaster in the making. If IMS is to succeed, it must enable

the development of many new services, targeted to dozens, hundreds or thousands of niche

markets. Personalization is clearly the trend in communications,“the market of one”. For

companies trying to gain or defend market share and profit margins, service innovation and

personalization is essential.

IMS and SDPs
have received a lot

of attention lately but
OSS and operations
to complement them
have not. Why?

To Change the Network You Have to

Change the Operations
by Grant F. Lenahan

eye on ims
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Given today’s operations paradigm, systems and

processes, operations costs increase proportionally to

the number of services introduced, the number of

customer interactions, and the breadth of services to

be managed. Think about that. Service innovation and

personalization is going to increase these all by orders

of magnitude. IMS and SDP’s aim is to decrease the

cost and time to introduce new services dramatically,

in order to make this rich service environment

economical. But that means that operations costs —

from assurance to fulfillment to customer care —

could also increase by orders of magnitude. This

clearly isn’t financially

viable.

For a typical operator,

opex dwarfs capex.

And within opex,

labor-related

operations costs are

the single largest

component of the total

operating expense pie. So, while it’s not nearly as sexy

as IMS, and though it’s not as widely discussed,

operational transformation may be the single most

critical financial investment operators will make as

they move forward with IMS, its relatives and

resulting services. We have seen many operators

address this by simply reducing headcount but what is

really needed is an investment in the systems

necessary to maintain business performance.

I predict that the most successful operators in the

near future will build their businesses on three pillars:

Digital Content, Personalized Services, and Niche

Optimized Packages. Each of these drives up the

combinations and permutations that need to be

managed, and complicates the value chain. Of course,

each also drives up revenue and profit.

In the case of digital content, these permutations

could be in the many thousands (specialized

narrowcast video) or even millions (every music single

in existence, for instance). The number of third-party

trading partners, such as copyright holders, will grow

enormously. In the case of personalized services, it

means that nearly every subscriber’s configuration

might be ever so slightly different (combinations of

preferences, subscriptions, presence rules, QoS status,

etc.).

This is not a transition that can be accomplished by

saving 25% through outsourcing, or by riding Moore’s

law for another year or two. It requires a re-thinking

of traditional business

operations in order to

realize maximum

optimization. This is

especially critical given

the forecasts that

operations actions will

grow by orders of

magnitude.

Tomorrow’s operations

environment must accommodate this seismic change

and make it economic. Customer care must be self-

provided. Product catalogs must accommodate huge

and rich inventories of content and services. Third-

party trading relationships must be managed

automatically. The network — and OSS — must be

automatically configured and updated. Policies that

embody both technical rules and business rules must

be generated, distributed and configured — smoothly

and automatically. Labor cannot enter into every

“move, add and change”.

While it’s a tough challenge, it is one we must

embrace; profit and success depends on it.

Grant Lanahan is vice president and strategist, IMS Service

Delivery Solutions at Telcordia Technologies, Inc. (news - alert) For

more information, visit http://www.telcordia.com.

Personalization is clearly 

the trend in communications,

“the market of one".
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The proposal of Verizon Wireless (quote - news - alert)

and the five network equipment vendors

promises mobile carriers more flexibility in

managing applications subject to certain QoS

(Quality of Service) constraints, and in handling

mobility, security, accounting functions and PFO

(Packet Flow Optimization). Security is a major

focus area, with the objective to allow service

providers to administer and enforce their own

security policies. The idea is to protect the

network at the edge, by ensuring that endpoints

attempting to gain access are compatible with

the security policy before they are admitted to

do so. Other improvements include the ability to

handle interactions between SIP and non-SIP

apps in the same architecture, in addition to

provisions for enhanced policy controls.

A Deeper Look at A-IMS

The A-IMS essentially presents five extra

network elements beyond the original IMS

specification. Each of these new elements has

numerous functions, which both overlap and

augment the existing IMS features, as follows:

1. Application Manager (AM) —

sanctions access to various services within the network and manages SIP-based

features. The AM is very much analogous to the three CSCF functions (P-CSCF, S-

CSCF and I-CSCF; i.e., the proxy, serving and interrogating functions) and PSTN

routing (BGCF — Breakout Gateway Control Function) specified in the 3GPP

IMS framework.

2. Bearer Manager (BM) — presents a wireless endpoint (i.e., a cell phone or PDA)

with a couple of IP addresses: one to be used to control that device in the home

network and the other for roaming partner networks. The operator can use these IP

addresses to establish who is in charge of handling and supporting the service (the

operator itself, the MVNO, or other partner service provider). Other BM functions

include QoS management, accounting, security, mobility and access policies and

PFO.

3. Policy Manager (PM) — delivers uniform policy enforcement within the home

network and in roaming partner networks. The PM controls the behavior of service

If you ever took a look at a full-blown IMS

diagram and were challenged to remember

the acronyms of all the functional boxes,

then get ready for the next challenge of A-

IMS, or Advances to IMS. A-IMS can be

most simply thought of as an add-on to the

original IMS reference architecture, and it

represents a joint effort of core

infrastructure vendors such as Cisco, Lucent,

Motorola, Nortel and Qualcomm along with

Verizon Wireless. These players announced

at the end of July 2006 the completion of

their two-year joint project, summarizing

their conclusions in a document that

proposes a variety of improvements to the

original IMS specification.

A-IMS (Advances to IMS):

Aiming to be the New IMS Blueprint

analyst’s corner

by Ronald Gruia
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running on the network depending on its

underlying conditions. This enables carriers to

effectively manage the way the network

supports the applications running on it. The

PM also provides uniform support for both

SIP-based and non-SIP based applications,

and this is an enhancement of the original

3GPP specs, which were solely devoted to the

support of SIP services. Like the BM, the PM

also manages QoS, accounting and mobility /

access policies.

4. Security Manager (SM) — changes various

network security parameters depending on the

reigning network traffic conditions and

requests made for access and services. In other

words, after an end-user authenticates for

priority network access, the SM is in charge of

updating the impacted network elements and,

if necessary, call up extra security parameters.

The SM also monitors all network activity by

performing a correlation analysis according to

certain baseline usage patterns. Hence, it is

able to detect any abnormalities and invoke

other network elements as part of a response

to a threat.

5. Services Data Manager (SDM) — can be

thought of as the HSS (Home Subscriber

Server) element from the original 3GPP IMS

spec. The SDM is a big centralized database

that stores all the subscriber, network control

and accounting (charging) information for the

entire network. The difference in A-IMS is

that the SDM is also the data warehouse for

both SIP and non-SIP services.

Parallel Developments in Standardization

The standardization of IMS is still very much a work

in progress, despite the more than 50 functions and 30

interfaces already defined. Obviously, the players

behind A-IMS are presenting their proposal as an

add-on to the already existing IMS specifications, since

they are keenly aware of the multiple ongoing

deployments around the globe for both wireline and

wireless operators. They maintain that their

improvements can work as an overlay to the existing

implementations without the necessity to rip and

replace the new IMS gear with even newer A-IMS

equipment.

The Verizon Wireless (quote - news - alert) initiative is

tackling some of the same MMD (Multi Media

Domain) issues that 3GPP2 is attempting to solve.

3GPP2, a sister organization to the 3GPP, focuses

mainly on CDMA and MMD domain standards and

practices. The issues that 3GPP2 is working on

include QoS negotiation, AAA (Authentication,

Authorization and Accounting), improvements for

network independence, session handoff, VoIP,

traditional voice services and Internet access services.

However, there are some planned A-IMS

improvements that are targeted to be above and

beyond the existing IMS/MMD standards and, as

such, the group will likely be submitting this initiative

to both the 3GPP, 3GPP2 and others for adoption.

Besides the 3GPP2 effort, TISPAN

(Telecommunications and Internet Converged Services

and Protocols and for Advanced Networks) is

concentrating on the interactions and requirements to

support non-SIP applications. TISPAN is a subgroup

within with the ETSI (European Telecommunications

Standards Institute) that works very closely with the

3GPP, and is evolving existing (non-SIP based)

services onto next-generation infrastructure.

While Verizon Wireless is a member of 3GPP2 via its

relationship with TIA, the vendors the operator works

with are all members of both 3GPP and ETSI. Thus,

there’s a good chance that the A-IMS changes could be

introduced initially via the 3GPP2 and subsequently

by 3GPP and ETSI.

Key Takeaways

One lingering question after the public introduction of
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A-IMS was, why not pursue the introduction of the

changes via the already existing standardization bodies

rather than as an independent, standalone project,

which would then be pitched to these organizations?

Historically, Verizon and Verizon Wireless have always

opted to develop infrastructure and technology either

in-house or refine it by working closely with vendors,

rather than buying it outright from the vendors, and

the A-IMS initiative certainly fits this pattern. While

the improvements being proposed are for the Verizon

Wireless CDMA2000 1xEV-DO network, they can be

relevant to other network technologies as well, due to

the “access agnostic” characteristic of the presented

proposals.

However, another observation is that only five of the

“big-10” group of major network equipment vendors

are a part of this initiative. Noticeably absent from the

A-IMS effort are Ericsson, NEC and the newly-

formed Nokia/Siemens JV. Ericsson and Nokia were

two major champions and IMS pioneers, making

innumerous contributions to the original 3GPP

specification. Could this be an attempt by the North

American vendors to shift the “IMS center of gravity”

back towards their region? Certainly, they needed some

catching up in terms of mindshare and why not

leverage their CDMA strength to further enhance

IMS while addressing some key concerns of a Tier 1

regional wireless operator? 

Another takeaway is the evolutionary nature of A-

IMS, which is certainly important in the modus

operandi of today’s carriers. Most of the service

providers across the globe have been pragmatically

asking for a more gradual migration to next-generation

infrastructures. A-IMS supports both SIP and non-

SIP applications and focuses on a seamless service

migration as the core network architecture evolves.

Therefore, the IMS sales pitch can be greatly enhanced

by blending new IMS applications with existing

services. As Metcalfe points out, the value of a network

is proportional to the square of the number of users in

that network.

Finally, another implication of A-IMS is related to the

notion of walled gardens and “net neutrality”. While A-

IMS does provide substantial security, network

management and business policy enforcement

functions, these very same enhancements can be used

as a mechanism to empower operators to follow,

manage and charge other service provider applications

running in the Internet domain. The temptation will

certainly be there for these operators to use some

functionality provided by A-IMS for their own

purposes, including even directing end-users to their

company’s applications, should these end-users attempt

to access a similar application from another provider.

There are several features in A-IMS that can allow an

operator to control the network according to their

interests (for instance, by tweaking the QoS via the

SM, so that services of alternative operators would run

in sub-optimal conditions, or by charging those

alternative operators an extra fee for enhanced QoS,

via the charging functions of the SDM and the packet

accounting functions of the PM).

However, while some of these controls (such as tiered

pricing based on QoS) could be justified, the “walled

garden” approach would certainly contradict the

original vision of IMS as a truly integrated network

architecture capable of delivering benefits for all

carriers and end-users. Therefore, the true value of A-

IMS will also be dictated by what the service provider

chooses to do with this technology — for instance, an

operator opting to downgrade or even limit

applications that end users find useful could be

potentially committing a big strategic blunder.

Ronald Gruia is Program Leader and Principal Analyst at Frost

& Sullivan (news - alert)  (http://www.frost.com) covering

Communications Solutions. He can be reached at

rgruia@frost.com.

analyst’s corner
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Bundled solutions, commonly known as “triple

play,” must leverage the capabilities of next-generation networks.

In fact, triple play has evolved into “quadruple play” with the

addition of wireless services. This enables service providers to

introduce blended services such as video phone, multimedia

chat, and gaming to a variety of devices. Subscribers also want

to consolidate their growing list of phone numbers,

subscriptions, passwords, buddy lists, email addresses, etc.,

making this information accessible through multiple devices. In

summary, subscribers are demanding to get the services they

want, whenever they want them, regardless of location.

The common technology enabling quadruple play is the IP

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), a powerful extension to the

existing network infrastructure that allows service providers to

build next-generation communication services. IMS

specifications and elements are network independent, thus

enabling the quadruple play services to be network and device

agnostic. Moreover, it can integrate voice, data and multimedia

services in a single session.

IMS is an integral part of a service provider’s network, providing a control plane for SIP-

based services. However, IMS is only part of the story. A complete next-generation network

architecture must include the network layer, which constitutes the entirety of the IP

network, the control layer (of which IMS is a part), and the service layer that sits on top.

Part of the opportunity for rolling out quadruple play services is for service providers to

offer a compelling end-user experience through the composition and orchestration of new

offerings at the service layer of their next-generation network. Composite services leverage

the functionality that already exists within the service provider network by combining the

existing functionality of discreet functions to create higher value. An example of this is an

integrated communications and entertainment experience delivered over any device, any

location and any network.

To deliver true quadruple play, service providers must be able to create these composite

services across multiple service platforms, technologies and protocols across both fixed and

mobile networks. As a result, service providers must look at the control layer (i.e., IMS) to

deliver, among other things, network integration, session control and subscriber

management while looking beyond IMS to the session layer to provide the capability to

compose these new services — allowing reuse of all assets, integrating legacy systems and

linking to back office business processes such as rating, billing and provisioning.

“Convergence” is one of the

telecom industry’s most

important trends right now,

and as competition continues

to intensify, service providers

are working to establish

bundled services (on one bill)

that include voice, data and

multimedia applications

within a single solution.

Leveraging IMS and SOA to Deploy

Quadruple Play
by Mike McHugh

ims industry perspective
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To create composite services, applications must have

the ability to communicate with each other. Within

the IMS context, the Service Capability Interaction

Manager (SCIM) provides this functionality. Beyond

the SCIM, Web Services are a set of protocols that

enable interaction and synchronization between

applications at a higher level. Web Services enable

interaction at the service layer between service

platforms and multiple protocols, including Internet-

based and enterprise-based applications. Using Web

Services, providers can enable workflows across

applications to provide new services to customers and

streamline internal IT-based tasks.

At the same time, the service provider must still

capitalize on the strengths of IMS to implement a

majority of the required control layer functionality

including session control, single-user identify,

presence, state management and service enabler

capabilities to deliver these composite services to the

end user across any network and device.

Overall, service providers have long attempted to

respond to competitive pressures by introducing these

new services. This has left them with a complex build-

up of control architectures and service development

platforms that are making it difficult to continue to

innovate and provide new composite services. The

IMS standard is leading the way to solve these

problems by simplifying the deployment and

management of services and providing common

service enablers to assist with operational processes.

Web Services and service orchestration further enable

composite services and operational processes to be

created from a wide range of diverse services.

Mike McHugh is vice president and general manager, BEA

WebLogic Communications Platform, at BEA Systems. (news -

alert) For more information, please visit the company online at

http://www.bea.com.
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The main attraction of changing the world’s

communications infrastructure to IMS is that it gives

Communications Service Providers (CSPs) the ability to quickly

and cheaply develop new services and deploy them across wireless

and wireline platforms so that users can simply take their services

with them and have them interact with each other in a sort of

“personal cloud” wherever they roam. Providers can thus take a

“shotgun” approach, hatching a bunch of services and then stepping

back to see what “sticks”. Services managing to gain the public’s

favor then become the focus of increased marketing efforts.

Of course, bundles such as triple play (voice, video and data) and

even quadruple play, incorporating mobile communications,

already have a history. Many cable companies are living proof that

you don’t need IMS to offer a triple-play services bundle. But no

one doubts the value of having IMS onboard for developing the

many future services necessary to reduce customer churn. Any

doubts that exist center on what to do with existing non-IMS

services and Operations Support Systems (OSS) and Business

Support Systems (BSS) at the back-end of the business.

One company that’s well-positioned to help providers deal with

these issues during a transition to IMS is Convergys (news - alert)

(http://www.convergys.com). Convergys’ Vice President of Market

and Product Strategy, Curt Champion, says,“Many of the traditional operators, particularly the

telcos, look at IMS as way to bridge their networks and to more rapidly introduce new

products. But we have clients today throughout the world doing triple- and quad-play and they

don’t use IMS.”

“Many of our clients in an IP environment are supporting Fixed Mobile Convergence [FMC]

as well as traditional triple-play,” says Champion.“Interestingly, however, even they, with their

current IP approach, are also looking at IMS, primarily as a way to bridge to fixed/wireless.

That’s where they see the real value. They may have a very robust IP fixed network, they may be

delivering triple-play, and they may have a partnership with a wireless company that is

delivering mobile services, but IMS nevertheless plays a key role for them — specifically, to be

able to bridge those offerings and provide that seamless transition of applications across both

the fixed and wireless networks. After all, FMC is the convergence of the mobile and fixed-line

networks so that network operators can provide services to users irrespective of their location,

access technology, and terminal. So, that’s where many operators see the value in using IMS —

as an integration point to bridge wireless and wireline worlds so as to ultimately achieve a true

fixed/mobile application environment.”

Triple- and Quad-play

services bundles may

not need IMS, but IMS

makes things a lot easier in

the long run, particularly

when moving to the world of

Fixed Mobile Convergence

(FMC). On the road to IMS

there are a few speed bumps,

however, such as redesigning

and/or replacing a legacy

OSS and BSS.

Leveraging IMS to Deliver the Triple Play

feature articles

by Richard “Zippy” Grigonis
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“Interestingly, we hear of different ‘flavors’ of IMS

whenever we talk to operators,” says Champion.“Much

of this has to do with where a particular provider is

today, what products and services it has, what their

legacy environment is, and what their plans are for a

rollout and transition to IMS. Ultimately the question

becomes, ‘what is the real value of the transition to

IMS?’”

“In answering this question, operators appear to fall into

two camps,” says Champion.“They’re either going to

forge ahead with a complete transition to IMS or they’re

going to use IMS

simply to focus on their

new product launches.

An operator having a

large legacy investment

who might already be

doing VoIP, for

example, may not

reinvest to transition

their VoIP services into

IMS but may use IMS

more as a way to

simplify new product

introductions.

Certainly a

conventional telco,

whose traditional voice

revenues may be

rapidly declining, may

not derive much value

from transitioning that

into the target IMS network architecture, as compared

with leveraging that architecture to launch new products

in order to create or expand a services bundle. In that

way the operator can improve their revenue stream by

leaving their traditional services in the current

architecture, and really just focus on the reduced time-

to-market to bring in new product lines through IP-

based IMS services, instead of trying to reinvent the

wheel for each new service.”

“Other operators, however, may look at IMS as an

opportunity to transition completely into a standard

approach so they can ultimately do things such as

fixed/wireless convergence,” says Champion,“and they

may be eager to move their applications from a wireless-

only or wireline-only environment into a more flexible

converged environment. So I think each operator will

have differing approaches to IMS.”

“The truth is, if you talk to most major operators you

find that they’ve put some effort in their IMS strategy,’

says Convergys’ Curt Champion.“But when you look at

actual, real

implementations

occurring in the

market, well, they’re

harder to find. Think

of the operator

perspective. As I’ve

said, they’re all very

different. But many of

them have perhaps a

small trial or pilot

project in place. Many

find that their goal for

a more standard-based

approach is not really

possible at this time.

So many of the

rollouts are a bit more

proprietary than what

they had originally

wanted. But most

operators want to at least get out there and do some

type of pilot. That’s why you’re not seeing a wholesale

transition to IMS in the vast majority of cases.

Operators are really looking at a target application or

group of applications that can be put out to market and

tested, whether they’re ‘pure’ IMS or not.”

IMS Roadblocks: Network layers, OSS and BSS

“It has suddenly dawned on operators and providers

that it takes a sizable investment to change their
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infrastructure,” says Convergys’ Curt Champion,“since

IMS is significantly different from their current network

architecture. IMS demands that you clearly define and

separate out your application layer, session control layer,

transport layer and access layer, which is very different

from the vertical ‘stovepipe’ service models that many of

the large Tier-1 operators deploy today. Similarly, IMS

also demands that your OSS and BSS systems are not

too integrated and dedicated to each individual ‘silo’.”

The existing vertical “stovepipe” or “silo” models of which

Champion speaks can act as a roadblock, discouraging

IMS adoption. As service providers partner and merge,

multiple networks and service offerings will be offered,

and these

operators will

no longer be

distinguishable

as “mobile”,

“wireline” or

“cable” entities.

Even so, in an

IMS network,

the operator’s

convergent OSS

and BSS

systems can be

leveraged

strategically to continue to distinguish these channels

for support and charging purposes. Ideally, a single

convergent BSS that supports an IMS-enabled network

can cut costs by eliminating the need for separate

incarnations of itself for wireless, wireline, data, and

video. Moreover, a customer service agent now need use

only one system for customer care, order entry and

pricing, which is more efficient and decreases the

amount of manual labor.

Problem is, because most pre-IMS services were

constructed along the lines of the “stovepipe” or “silo”

model, the OSS and BSS systems are often intimately

integrated with each service. Until now, every time a

Tier-1 wanted to launch a new product, it essentially

created a whole new silo encompassing the four network

layers mentioned above as well as the OSS and BSS

systems, making things very complicated. Thus, even if

an operator is capable of supporting IMS from a

network perspective, moving to IMS may still require an

overhaul of existing OSS and BSS systems in the back

office.

“Conversely, we’ve also had customers that have installed

and launched our convergent Infinys BSS application

but a lot of their network is still very ‘stovepipe’ in

nature,” says Champion.“They get the benefits in the

front and back office but down at the network level

they’re not able to achieve real efficiencies, so we keep

telling them

they have to

look at the

network

holistically.

They have to

plan an IMS

service approach

at their

application,

session and

transport layers,

and they must

do it with their

OSS/BSS, and focus on eliminating stovepipe solutions

in the back and front office, thus making the full

transition to convergent applications.”

“Unfortunately, many operators still think of IMS as a

‘network’ strategy; they forget about the network’s

impact on other parts of the operation, such as

customer service, billing, and all the other support

applications for the business,” says Champion.

“Operators have got to look at and consider convergent

mediation, convergent provisioning, convergent rating

and billing. All of these things are key to developing a

seamless service approach not just across the network

but through all four network layers. That’s where

Convergys comes in.”
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“Our Infinys product is a business support system, and

at its core is a real-time billing and rating application

that is fundamental to supporting IMS,” says

Champion. “A new operator or an operator wanting to

completely replace its existing BSS can use our pre-built

routines, but our overriding strategy has been to make

the product flexible enough so that we can overlay our

product with the individual operator’s own transition or

evolution strategy. Thus, we can help overhaul their

existing system to be IMS friendly, and therefore

support their own IMS strategy development.”

“Many of our clients are either in a pilot mode or

getting ready to roll out a pilot,” says Champion,“and

our Infinys solution provides the baseline capabilities for

them to support their initial trials as well as accomplish

their initial integration with their vendors. Then, as the

solutions mature, we have the ability not only to adapt

our interfaces but also to address all of the existing

standards within our architecture. The key thing here is

that Infinys supports the concept of ‘real-time’ just like

IMS does. It embraces the idea of real-time innovation,

the ability to create and launch a product in real time.

It’s a matter of configuration versus development. So, a

customer can build a new application within Infinys —

everything from its conception all the way through to

the real-time launch, which is exactly in line with the

philosophy of IMS.”

“Moreover,” says Champion,“we can help our operator

clients grasp the importance of examining the full

customer experience as it relates to IMS. They need to

understand what the new service looks like both to

themselves and to a customer in terms of support,

billing and provisioning. This not only involves what a

customer can order on the network but how they order

it, how it’s billed, and so forth. All of these types of

things must be taken into consideration, just like any

new product launch.”

Flexibility Makes OSS Work for IMS

Companies capable of helping network

operators/providers with moving their triple-play and

OSS and BSS systems to an IMS world all have

incredibly flexible products that can either integrate

with and revitalize such systems, or else they can replace

them entirely.

Keith Day, Director of Product Marketing for Cramer,

Amdocs’ OSS Division (http://www.cramer.com), the

former Cramer Systems, (news - alert) says,“Our view of

IMS is that it’s something that demands flexibility.

Introducing IMS is not a simple process; it drives a

requirement in the OSS that’s generally underrated and

underestimated. One goal of IMS is to deliver any

service to any device over any technology, which places a

demand on the OSS that supports it. So, above all else,

OSS for IMS needs to be flexible. What’s needed is an

OSS that provides support according to IMS principles

— any service into any technology. However, the history

of OSS systems is that they’ve been designed per

technology, or per service, or per layer. That level of

fragmentation counts against supporting an IMS

implementation.”

“Another goal of using the IMS architecture is to drive

this instant delivery of services,” says Day,“and at

Cramer we’d say that the only way that you can do that

is via process automation through your operational

support system. We also certainly believe that the only

way to drive that process automation is through data

accuracy, otherwise your fall-out rates will be too high

and there will be too much manual intervention and you

won’t be able to achieve your goals. The fact is, in a

triple-play environment you are bundling different

service offerings together and sometimes from different

providers. We would say that the OSS or the ability to

automate your service fulfillment process across a

bundle through your OSS is absolutely key to achieving

those goals.”

When the original Cramer Systems was founded in the

U.K., its mission was to try and end the fragmentation

of OSS systems and to try and drive some

manufacturing-style automation into service fulfillment,

by basically providing somewhere to converge processes
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and data relating to the telco back-offices. Cramer, now

an autonomous division of Amdocs, is still a big brand

in OSS, particularly in service fulfillment.

“Obviously, the place to start with fixing OSS was

Inventory,” says Keith Day,“and so we very quickly

became known as a leader in the inventory market.

Today, the big difference between ourselves and other

players in the OSS market is that, rather than building

software to order, we follow the product route with a

single product suite that can actually handle any

product, technology, network or service. People use

Cramer not only to transform their OSS, but to do that

with the purpose of delivering triple-play services

bundles. Cramer products from Day One have been

designed as something to ‘converge to’ for any technology

and service. That’s why we’re all rather excited by IMS

and are cheering it on from a supporting sideline.”

Triple play started out as unrelated services thrown

together with various ad hoc bundling and OSS/BSS

schemes. Now however, says Day,“The process of

transforming a multi-stack, fragmented, multilayered, set

of almost independent applications in the OSS to

something which is more converged is now possible, but

it is not an overnight process. It demands great skill to

ensure that customers are not impacted by the change.

We see examples where this change is being brought

about in an incredibly streamlined and effective manner;

but these are high volume, highly critical systems, and

therefore these changes are not overnight changes. That’s

something that’s lost in some of the excitement around

the switch to IMS: heavy engineering must be done

‘beneath the covers’ to make sure that the rest of the

telco infrastructure is ready to go ahead and support this

stuff.”

“Our experience is that telcos, especially Tier-1 telcos,
have recognized the implications of IMS and they’re
working double time in the back office to prepare for
IMS initiatives,” says Day.

How IMS affects OSS

“IMS affects OSS requirements in various ways,” says

Day.“First, IMS architecture has a massive impact on

the transport layer and the ability of the OSS to

support that. That’s purely because of the proliferation

of user devices. You’ve then got the whole issue of IT

management, which OSSes are not typically designed to

handle in a flexible and rapid way. Suddenly you’ve got

this environment which absolutely requires you to

model not just your traditional OSS, but also all of the

content provisioning that goes around that.”

“Then there’s the issue of Quality of Service [QoS]

around IP and IMS,” says Day.“If you’re going to deliver

multiple end services with varying requirements for

QoS, you don’t want to do in it a network which doesn’t

distinguish among the packets that it’s transporting. I

think it’s essential that the OSS must, as part of service

fulfillment, be able to specify class of service at the point

of ordering a service, so that you can, for example,

provide feasibility checks to ensure that the customer

experience at the point of order is likely to represent the

customer experience at the point of use. That’s a massive

issue in itself.”

“You then have the issue of product modeling: IMS

requires an ultra-rapid service creation; it requires

services to be assembled very quickly from pre-existing,

‘lego block-like’ components,” says Day.“The ability

within the OSS to support both a flexible infrastructure

but also the use, assembly, and re-use of the technology

components that make up that service, will be absolutely

vital. A key thing about this is the need to abstract the

service components from the underlying network. The

OSS must provide this, because one of the things that

goes hand-in-hand with IMS and with the introduction

of IP-based multiple services, is that these things will

run over a combination of next-generation and legacy

networks. Of course, the customers don’t ‘need to see

this’ and it’s the OSS that must bring about the unseen,

gradual migration from legacy to IP networks, which

will take years. But the services will be arriving over the

next months or years.”

“So, there’s two kinds of revolution going on here,” says
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Day.“One is a steady technological revolution that does

things like deliver statements to customers, and the

other one is an explosive, market-layered, perhaps IMS-

layered, revolutionary approach to delivering these

services. Something has to manage this two-stage

emergence so that it really works, and I think the buck

stops with OSS.”

“Our process for a new OSS transformation typically

involves tapping into an operator’s own OSS and

transformation project,” says Day.“There’s usually a pre-

set demand for

particular

technologies to be

targeted for a phased

convergence into a

single OSS stack, one

which potentially can

handle multiple

services. We do that

through our products,

we do it through

parallel working,

sometimes, of a legacy

system and replicating

it within Cramer. A

variety of approaches

can be taken. We can

supply either the

complete OSS to a

newly-founded

provider or we can offer a replacement to existing

fragmented systems and start with a place to converge

different services and technologies one-by-one.”

“Last, but not least,” says Day,“is the requirement for a

‘black box’ fulfillment and activation system, one which

is fully automated to match the requirements of an

IMS-enabled network. Fall-out — attempting to deliver

a service which doesn’t actually succeed — is a huge

issue. One thing about automated service delivery is that

as soon as fall-out gets above some fairly low

percentages, then not only do you lose the customer’s

good will, but you also lose any cost benefit that you

had. This is the reality of delivering services over such

complex and multi-layered technologies today.”

Cassandra Millhouse of Product Marketing at Cramer,

says,“IMS is a key unifying architecture and the

excitement is justified for its use in such things as triple-

play services. You’ll certainly see companies such as

Ericsson go in the direction of ‘telco-in-a-box’, off-the-

shelf, and one-size-fits-all, so as long as you’re happy to

have a ‘standardized’ offering, then that will meet your

needs. But I think

that many telcos will

always be able to form

their own triple- or

quad-play bundles.”

“In the short term it

will definitely be

difficult to

standardize,” says

Millhouse.“A

standard, at least in

the software world, is

never something that’s

exactly ‘pure’. Already

with what Verizon

and others are doing

in terms of the

Advances to IMS [A-

IMS] specification,

the various particular things that different service

providers want to do will make it difficult to settle on

just one way of achieving their goals, even if it’s

something like triple-play. It will be, I guess, fairly

common that the desire to provide triple-play will mean

something different to each service provider, and each

implementation will differ from everyone else’s in a way

relating to how they want to provide it. That’s where the

operators will find their differentiation.”

Triple Play, IMS and the IAD

Triple-play and IMS can even reach to the network’s

“The ability within the OSS

to support both a flexible

infrastructure but also the

use, assembly, and re-use of

the technology components

that make up that service,

will be absolutely vital."
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edge and have an impact on small gateways and

endpoints.

At 2Wire (http://www.2wire.com), Steve Gorretta,

Product Marketing, 2Wire Gateway Solutions, (news -

alert) says:“We offer residential gateways which are

essentially IADs [Integrated Access Devices] situated

between the handset and the set-top box or the PC, and

the network. They have wireless capabilities, a DSL

modem, a router, a firewall, and on some of our

products there are integrated voice ports for VoIP, which

is the complete IAD version. Where we come into play

in the triple-play environment is that if you have an

IPTV solution, the set-top boxes are going to reside

behind our gateway, which sits between the home

network and the WAN.”

How does IMS relate

to a product like

2Wire’s? 

“IMS uses SIP,” says

Gorretta,“which allows

us to do several things:

We can build our IAD

so that it is IMS-

compatible and the

traditional analog

phone that you would

plug into a 2Wire

device would be part of

that IMS network. So

that would be phone

service in a more traditional sense. Or, the roaming

capability provided by IMS can be used when the

subscriber enters into their 2Wire LAN and a handoff

occurs between their 3G wireless network and the

wireless LAN behind the 2Wire gateway.”

“What’s crucial for us as part of IMS and triple-play is

in the QoS of that triple-play,” says Gorretta.“We can

work with the IMS service provider and understand

what needs to be provided upstream in terms of QoS

and include that in the configuration of the product in

the customer’s house. So, in any sensible IMS

deployment we would have knowledge of the overall

QoS layout and be a part of it. We would provide all of

the upstream traffic shaping, packet markings, and so

forth. After all, if you’re going to send voice up an

ADSL pipe, you need to start QoS traffic shaping in the

home. That’s where we’re a big player. Our product

looks exactly like any other node in the network that is

doing all of the queuing and shaping for QoS.”

“What also becomes critical here is the performance of

the wireless access point [AP] because, when it comes to

the concerns I have about IMS, a lot of it has to do with

the ability of the AP handset to properly gauge the

strength of connectivity. The handset determines when

it should switch from

one network to the

other; it can do that

based on a number of

different conditions it’s

measuring. Moreover,

we have a three-

antenna access point

— generally, you only

see two antennas on

retail APs. That’s

because two of the

antennas are ‘receive’

antennas so that the

handset or wireless

access client can run at a lower power and our device has

a better probability of hearing the client transmitting to

it.”

“Along with that goes all the Wi-Fi standards: power-

save, WPA and that stuff,” says Gorretta.“But our

antenna is not a multipath antenna, however; that’s

more of an 802.11n technology that’s not yet

standardized. Ours is more of a multiple antenna
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scheme that has one transmit and two receive antennas,

which allows us to focus not only on transmitting at a

very high power but receiving from a very low-power

client.”

But does IMS make things difficult at the edge? 

“In the near term, IMS doesn’t make things much more

difficult because, for the most part, it’s just like

supporting another SIP endpoint behind the gateway,”

says Gorretta.“That’s because the IMS deployments

you see today are not full-fledged with presence and

local proxies and docking features and all of that.

Instead, they’re mostly just trying to get the handsets

and QoS working. From our standpoint, supporting an

IMS infrastructure hasn’t been too much of a burden.

Long-term, however, if you want to support many

endpoints behind the gateway and you want to be able

to do things like extension dialing between those

handsets directly, then we would basically have to build

in a proxy in the gateway that could do that. But that is

something on our long-term roadmap as IMS becomes

a bigger player. To date, that’s not where the focus of the

work is going into IMS. Most of it is going into the

core, where they’re just trying to get handoff working.

Once they get handoff working, then they’ll come back

and you’ll start seeing what they can add into the LAN

to make it more interesting.”

“IMS is not quite as simple as, say, UMA [Unlicensed

Mobile Access], but it’s not as complex yet as, for

instance, some IPTV implementations where we’ve

already had to build in an IGMP [Internet Group

Management Protocol] proxy and do all of the IPTV

client and forwarding support.”

“To date, IPTV alone is a bit more of a challenge than

simply accommodating IMS,” says Gorretta.“That’s

because IPTV is further along than IPTV in scaling up

the solution — and we’ve already done the work in

IPTV to enable the things that you would eventually

need to do in a similar fashion in IMS. The good thing

about IPTV is that your set-top box doesn’t move

around, so long-term we won’t have to deal with things

such as client handoff. But it’s unclear to me if, long-

term, the handsets are always going to ‘own’ that, or if

intelligence is going to be signed into the access points

to do that. Right now everything’s on the client.”

“Still, IPTV and IMS are comparable overall,” says

Gorretta.“They both have a different set of problems to

deal with, and they’re equally complicated. It’s just that

the IPTV solution and deployments are further along,

in my opinion, than IMS.”

Managing a Medley of Networks and Technologies

Let’s give the last word to Curt Champion of

Convergys:“Truth is, operators are going to have to

support a combination of technologies and networks.

There’ll be some services remaining in the stovepipe

legacy environment, and new applications will appear in

the IMS services environment. Thus, operators will

need solutions that can manage and make that seamless

integration across both types of network, which adds to

the telecom world’s complexity. That’s why it’s so

important for an operator to work out the correct

transition and application rollout approach to IMS,

since it will have a real effect on what type of efficiencies

they’ll get, what the complexity will be, and what needs

to be done on the front and back office to support the

network. Once again, you have to look at things

holistically, because if you fail to look at each of those

pieces, efficiencies will be pulled down and you’ll add

costs back into the equation.”

It’s important to note that if you look at the market

today, the most aggressive operators in the triple-play

area are probably the more traditional cable operators

and the new broadband providers, all of which are

providing fixed voice, video and data using IP-based

networks. Triple play can be done with or without IMS.

But it’s the fixed-mobile convergence part where IMS

really delivers.

Richard “Zippy” Grigonis is Executive Editor of TMC’s IP

Communications Group.
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IMS has come a long way in the last five years since its

inception in the mobile standards groups and

appears to be poised to become a viable platform

for SIP-based multimedia services. Since that

time, the approach has been adopted and

adapted by the wireline standards organizations,

such as the European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI) and by CableLabs in

its Packet Cable 2.0 draft specifications. Prudent

service providers should, however, focus on

developing networks that support both IMS and

other services so they can offer the broadest

range of services possible to their customers and

to improve operational efficiencies as fixed and

mobile networks converge.

The Prevalence of Non-SIP Applications

As a control layer for SIP-based applications,

IMS was originally conceived before the

emergence of VoIP by the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) as an architecture

that would allow mobile carriers to run data

services alongside traditional mobile voice

services. Today it is being promoted as the

architecture of choice for mobile and fixed

multimedia services of all kinds. Wireline and

cable operators are also interested in IMS, and

organizations such as the ETSI and CableLabs

are creating standards to support both IMS and

non-IMS applications. The International

Telecommunications Union (ITU) through its

various study groups are also focused on a more

complete Next Generation Network (NGN) architecture that takes into consideration both

IMS and non-IMS application support.

As an example, services such as bandwidth-on-demand and IP virtual private networks

(VPNs) are being delivered today and are generating income for providers without IMS

architectures. Other consumer services such as VoD (define - news - alert) don't necessarily

require IMS either (as evidenced by the large number of non-IMS IPTV trials going on

today), but some vendors are investigating whether these services can also be delivered

As Charles Darwin discovered,

evolution is a process designed to

ensure a smooth transition and long-

term benefits. As networks become

ubiquitous multimedia, multipurpose

utilities, the move among service

providers to a complete IP Multimedia

Subsystem (IMS) architecture in order

to provide fixed and mobile multimedia

services bears careful consideration.

Some believe that evolving IMS

standards have yet to adequately

address all the features necessary for

carrier-class operation and do not

adequately support applications that

don’t require Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) — such as IPTV, video

on-demand (VoD), voice-over-IP

(VoIP), Internet gaming, and more.

IMS and Non-IMS Applications and Service 
feature articles

by Peter Clarke
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effectively in an IMS environment. Providers have a

range of choices regarding if, how and how quickly

they migrate to IMS. Therefore, the key is to build an

architecture that provides flexible support for both

traffic types and easy migration from one approach to

the other over time. This is hard to do in traditional

service provider networks today.

Ongoing Support of IMS and Non-IMS Applications

The various IMS architectures promise significant

benefits, not the least of which is a common, open,

industry-standard environment across vertical markets

that equipment vendors can support and that allows

service providers to more easily interconnect. By

providing for the consolidation of service delivery

platforms for voice and data, IMS creates one

environment instead of multiple ones, thereby

theoretically reducing the amount of IT and network

integration work necessary to bring new services to

market. This capability and others will give service

providers entry into new markets and allow them to

capture increased service revenue from existing home

and enterprise network customers.

But IMS is not a one-size-fits-all solution. As

previously noted, today VoIP, IPTV, online gaming,

web access, email and other applications are non-SIP

and therefore non-IMS. Service Providers see

immediate revenue opportunities for these types of

applications and so are left with a dilemma — should

they wait until such applications are ‘ported’ to

IMS/SIP or should they proceed  immediately to

enhance their revenues and protect their customer

base? In the short term, most service providers will

likely have to support both IMS and non-IMS

services in order to offer these revenue-generating

services today and other applications that customers

will want. This flexibility in delivery of both IMS and

non-IMS consumer and business services forms the

basis for an IP next-generation network. Also,

supporting both IMS and other applications is wise

because there are a number of important network

features not yet covered in the IMS specifications.

Recently, Verizon Wireless announced an initiative in

conjunction with the company’s five largest equipment

suppliers to add some of these missing features. The

initiative aims to  introduce more robust security

services, packet-flow optimization for more efficient

asset management, and the ability to manage both

SIP and non-SIP applications. Verizon plans to

submit its work as a set of enhancements to the

3GPP2 Multimedia Domain (MMD) architecture,

which is related to the IMS standards. Leading

network equipment vendors have also addressed

operational and security gaps in converged multimedia

network design in the next-generation network

architecture and technologies

Security Concerns with IMS-Only Environment

As a network overlay, IMS does not rely on

underlying IP transport technologies for security.

Instead, it relies on SIP for access and infrastructure

signaling. Instead of addressing security on an end-to-

end network basis, the IMS standards have basically

left security to a link-by-link and layer-by-layer

approach. Posture assessment — the ability to admit

to the network only those endpoints compliant with

the software policy — is not provided. Integration of

intrusion detection, real-time attack response, and

other security and control layer intelligence

capabilities are also not currently addressed in IMS

standards.

Supporting Both SIP and Non-SIP Applications

The current IMS standards outline a methodology for

the control of SIP-based services only, although some

standards bodies are well on their way toward

expanding IMS, as previously mentioned. A more

flexible environment would allow for support of non-

SIP applications as well. Such a solutions

environment should consolidate features such as

accounting, authorization, authentication, policy

controls, service control, application interaction,
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roaming, peering, quality of service, and management

for both types of multimedia applications. These

services should be adaptable enough to support SIP

and non-SIP applications from a third-party provider

and blends of SIP and non-SIP applications.

Enabling Packet Flow Optimization and Session

Border Control

Another important feature not yet considered in IMS

is packet-flow optimization, a technology solution for

the intelligent allocation of network resources for

application flows to maximize return on investment

for service providers. This technology lets service

providers inspect and classify network packets at

session- and application-level support in order to gain

visibility into their network activities, optimize

application traffic to reduce operational costs, and

improve network performance, as well as identify and

mitigate malicious activities. Packet-flow optimization

also assists service providers in managing third-party

applications and provides quality of service for those

applications that do not provide direct policy control

interfaces.

Defined in recent ETSI TISPAN specifications, the

session border controller — a device used in VoIP

networks to control signaling and media streams

related to setting up, conducting and taking down calls

— is another key component of efficient converged

multimedia networks.

Choosing the Right Protocol for the Right Job

With many service providers spending significant

amounts to build IMS control layers for SIP-based

applications, the temptation is to reuse the framework

for other types of applications as well. Many

multimedia applications involve sessions, and SIP can

be used to support some of these applications either

natively or encapsulated. But native sessions can

require substantial changes to SIP, and the

encapsulated solution can increase the amount of

messaging over access links and slow the network

down. The best approach is to choose the right

protocol for the right job.

Leading network equipment suppliers support the

emergence of IMS. Some have chosen to support

both IMS and non-IMS applications, providing the

greatest efficiencies and choice for customers. An ideal

solution would allow service providers of all types to

control customer access and use of services without

limiting the kinds of applications that can be

deployed.

Access-independent and open approaches support

today’s evolving IMS standards and help network

operators achieve better visibility and control of

networks. These new “service control frameworks”

provide enhanced network and service intelligence and

accommodate SIP and non-SIP applications and both

IMS and non-IMS environments. The service control

layers in these next-generation network frameworks

deliver new levels of subscriber and application

awareness to let service providers know who their

customers are, where they are, how they are using

their authorized services, and when policies that

govern that use are applied. With support for IMS

and greater granular visibility and control, these

frameworks enable service providers to deliver

differentiated applications more securely and

profitably today, for the best services that network

technology and architectures can offer. This gives

service providers the greatest degree of choice and

flexibility in their service offerings, letting them

compete and generate revenue by creating new services

rapidly, with better control, while reducing costs

through converged network efficiencies.

Peter Clarke is Director of SP Strategy in the Service Provider

Routing Group at Cisco Systems. (quote - news - alert) For more

information, please visit the company online at

http://www.cisco.com.
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A History Lesson

Some of the early adopters and implementers of the

VoIP (define - news - alert) concept were North American

cable companies. These cable operators were looking for

additional income sources outside of TV, and looked to

both the burgeoning ISP environment, as well as the

capability to use their IP capability to go after the huge

telecommunications market. Cable companies already

had vast networks connecting into most households,

but didn’t have significant internal connectivity or

“backbones” for transporting, switching, and connecting

phone calls like the incumbent, traditional phone

companies. It turned out that the highly decentralized,

smaller, cheaper VoIP phone switches and gateways

were exactly what they needed. Cable companies could

cost-effectively deploy phone services one market at a

time and grow the solutions as needed. As a result,

CableLabs, the cable industry’s self-sponsored

technology development body, was the first industry

group to come up with a methodology for performing

Lawful Intercept in a VoIP environment

Later, a second standard (T1.678) emerged for the

non-cable (primarily DSL) providers. The creation of a

second standard should not be a surprise considering

the primary providers of DSL were the traditional

phone companies that were then competing with the

cable operators.

Recently, new “service only” companies (e.g., Vonage)

have emerged (like the ISPs in the past) to take

advantage of the abundant supply of broadband access

(cable or DSL) available to residential subscribers from

various broadband providers. They have leveraged this

access, successfully competing with the broadband

access providers to carve out their own share of the big

telecom pie.

It’s all about Technique

Given the differences in the architectures used by these various service providers, several different

techniques have been developed to implement lawful intercept in their networks. The one that has

the most history and practical implementation experience is an interface that works directly with

the existing switching devices (CSCF, call agent, softswitch) and the edge devices (SBCs, BRAs,

As service providers rapidly roll out

VoIP services and VoIP technology

continues to evolve, law enforcement

agencies face new challenges in trying to

understand these changes and determine

how to gain access to the communication

exchanges occurring over these new

services. At the same time service

providers — both broadband access

providers and VoIP service providers —

need to keep up with changing standards,

the changing needs of law enforcement

agencies and the rapidly changing VoIP

offerings and technologies. Certainly,

service providers realize the importance of

lawful intercept (LI) and do their part in

meeting their requirements, but they

typically have limited experience in lawful

intercept and are looking to solutions

providers to help them architect and

implement solutions that meet their

requirements and legal obligations.

Keeping the Law on Their Side

feature articles

by Scott Coleman
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CMTs, gateways, DSLAMs, etc.) that the service

provider already owns and operates.

(Editor’s Note: Diagram #1 accompanying this article

shows the overall Lawful Intercept (LI) architecture,

Diagram #2 defines the interfaces.)

These direct interfaces between the delivery function and

the network elements both provision them (via TCP/IP)

and receive data/content from them. This creates a very

complete and reliable LI solution that handles various

call-flows in the network while delivering the intercepted

traffic to law enforcement via

a documented and proven

methodology.

These interfaces are

described as Internal

Network Interfaces (INI).

INI-1 is for provisioning

network elements, INI-2

receives call data and

signaling messages (off hook,

dialed digits, ring back, hook

flash, etc.) from the network

elements and INI-3 connects

to the edge devices to receive

a copy of the media stream.

All of this information is sent to the delivery function

from the various network elements. The delivery function

then sorts, filters, and formats the information for

delivery to law enforcement.

The interfaces used to deliver the call data events and

media content to Law Enforcement are called the

Handover Interfaces (HI) and are defined as follows: HI-

1 is the interface by which the warrant is faxed to the

carrier for provisioning in the Delivery Function. HI-2

and HI-3 utilize TCP/IP

connections and transport,

respectively, call data and

media content. These

interfaces comply with

standards such as

PacketCable and T1.678

for delivery of intercepted

traffic to law enforcement.

The solution described

above is categorized as an

active solution since it

actively communicates with

the devices in the network

and receives information

from them.

An alternate to an active solution is a passive solution, in

which the INI-1, INI-2 and INI-3 interfaces still exist,

but they are redirected to probes placed strategically in

the network. These probes search for information relevant

to the target, replicate it, and send it back to the delivery

function for processing. The same HI-2 and HI-3

interfaces and standards are used by the delivery function
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to deliver the information to law enforcement for both

active and passive solutions.

The Broadband Access Environment

In contrast to a service provider that provides VoIP, in a

broadband access (DSL, cable, and fiber) environment,

the operator doesn’t know what services the subscriber is

utilizing because operators only supply a “pipe” from the

subscribers’ premises to the Internet. In this case, the

service provider doesn’t provide any “switching” equipment

and the subscriber can work with any service provider

(e.g., Vonage) they choose via the “pipe” to the Internet.

The subscriber can also decide to use peer-to-peer

services (e.g., Skype) over this same broadband “pipe”.

In this environment there are still active and passive

solutions, but the difference is in the inability to identify

or determine certain events or information due to the

service provider not owning or controlling the switching

and routing equipment. A solution in this environment

would typically only utilize INI-1 (provisioning) and

INI-3 (media content) interfaces. For either active or

passive solutions, INI-1 would be used to pass a target

identifier such as an IP address (or possibly a MAC

address, email address, chat ID, etc.) and the device

(router, switch, probe) would replicate all traffic going

to/from that target and send it to the delivery function

via the INI-3 interface. Once the delivery function

receives the information, certain content can be separated

based on port/protocol type. This means that RTP

(voice) and email traffic, SIP messages, Skype traffic, etc.,

could be separated, processed, and delivered to law

enforcement separately according to the delivery standard

in place. Separating the content over the pipe, however,

does not mean that encrypted traffic would be decrypted

by the delivery function.

Meeting Law Enforcement Expectations

For service providers who actually own the service and

employ a centralized call control architecture, law

enforcement expects that they will be able to provide full

LI capability because they own both the switching

equipment and the applications. Typically, these types of

providers have the capability and responsibility to deliver

call data events and media content (HI-2 and HI-3) per

the appropriate LI delivery standard.

Conversely, for service providers merely providing

broadband access (DSL, cable, and fiber) and are not

providing any telephony switching or communications

applications (e.g., Skype or other IM), law enforcement

expects to receive the whole “pipe” of information going

to/from the subscriber. This is because the service

provider has no knowledge or control over the content. In

some cases, the delivery function is able to separate some

protocols or types of data, but true analysis and

decryption requires law enforcement to utilize the various

tools and techniques available to them.

The capability and responsibility for these broadband

service providers really amounts to providing the media

content (HI-3) according to the relevant delivery

standard. Other event-based information may be available

and distinguishable so that it can be delivered over HI-2,

but that will depend heavily on the types of services and

protocols in use by the subscriber.

Despite the hype about the challenges facing providers in

achieving compliance, some areas of VoIP have lawful

intercept techniques that are well defined and established.

In other areas, techniques and delivery standards are fairly

new. To determine if the hype surrounding this issue has

merit, a comparison can be made to the wireless data

industry. Lawful intercept for wireless data has been

around since its inception but has not put any undue

burdens on that technology. In fact, it has been both

widely adopted and wildly successful. With this in mind,

there is very little reason to think that including a well-

architected and thought-out solution for the lawful

intercept of VoIP services will prevent continued

innovation and worldwide adoption of that technology.

Scott Coleman is Director of Marketing at SS8 Networks (news -

alert) in San Jose, California, where he educates, evangelizes and

raises general awareness of Lawful Intercept solutions and

capabilities. For more information, please visit the company online

at http://www.ss8.com.
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Recently the need for legacy and IP-

based services to interwork seamlessly across

both fixed and mobile networks has been getting

a lot of service providers’ attention. This

realization occurred as it became evident that the

move to the all-IP network of the future would

not happen overnight. Though service providers

are clearly interested in the promise of the IMS

architecture; i.e., richer communications with

new services and revenue streams, they cannot

simply abandon the extensive legacy networks

that currently serve their existing customer base.

Doing so would neither be practical nor prudent.

Conversely, the change to IP must be a migratory

one that leverages the existing infrastructure, and

the huge investment therein, yet moves the

service provider rapidly towards the future

network and IMS.

Many of today’s services will continue to exist,

even in the new IP environment, but there will

be more flexibility in how they will be used. Of

course, the new environment will open up new

service opportunities. But the reality is that, for

quality assurance reasons, any large-scale rollout

of these new services will likely be done

gradually. Additionally, most service providers are

unwilling for economic reasons to scrap a

working network. So service providers are left

searching for a solution allowing them to start

migrating their network infrastructure and begin

realizing some of advantages of the IMS architecture while preserving as much value in their

current infrastructure as possible.

The Power of SCIM

A solution lies within the IMS architecture itself. SCIM (Service Capabilities Interaction

Management) manages the interactions between and among the applications. A particularly

important function of SCIM is to manage and control the interaction between applications

and its features in disparate networks. This functionality enables service providers to deploy

applications and features (such as IMS Application Servers, Presence servers or SIP

Recently the need for legacy and IP-

based services to interwork seamlessly

across both fixed and mobile networks has

been getting a lot of service providers’

attention. This realization occurred as it

became evident that the move to the all-IP

network of the future would not happen

overnight. Though service providers are

clearly interested in the promise of the IMS

architecture; i.e., richer communications

with new services and revenue streams, they

cannot simply abandon the extensive legacy

networks that currently serve their existing

customer base. Doing so would neither be

practical nor prudent. Conversely, the

change to IP must be a migratory one that

leverages the existing infrastructure, and the

huge investment therein, yet moves the

service provider rapidly towards the future

network and IMS.

The Migration Path from Legacy

Networks to IMS

feature articles

by Dr. Ayal Itzkovitz and Tal Zoller
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Centrex) from their IP networks to mobile

subscribers using 2G/2.5G/3G phones, or fixed

POTS subscribers, all connected and running on

existing circuit-based networks. It also allows the

service provider to offer applications and features from

their legacy networks to subscribers on their IP

networks. This allows any combination of services to

be offered to subscribers without regard for the

network or device.

To date, the SCIM function has only been loosely

defined by 3GPP. The reason for the lack of clarity

correlates to the fact that there is a debate at the

location of this functionality in regards to the network

node in which it resides, especially in a pure IMS

network. The SCIM function could serve as service

interaction for pure IMS application servers only, or

take a broader view of a service interaction core for a

wide range of applications, platforms, and protocols.

The SCIM function could be viewed as a coordinator

in an all-IP network with the services residing on a

network of application servers or as the coordinator in

a hybridized legacy-IP network containing both

legacy and IP service control points able to function in

accordance with the spirit of IMS. The answer of

course is both, with the latter being particularly

important in the early stages of IMS adoption to large

incumbent service providers with extensive legacy

service infrastructure.

When viewing SCIM in this light it is easy to see

how important this function actually is in forwarding

the advancement of IMS. But it is also important to

realize that SCIM, when deployed for the purpose of

unifying legacy and IP service infrastructure across

fixed, mobile or fixed-mobile networks, cannot be

relegated to the edge of the network on an application

server. In this case, SCIM must be implemented as a

standalone core network element in order to interface

with both SIP application servers and the interfaces of

the legacy service infrastructure which varies widely

from region to region and vendor to vendor.

Deployment of SCIM at the network core enables

unified services without any change to the service

layer. By adopting the SCIM approach, service

providers can actually begin the evolution of their

networks to IMS, thereby building a strong

foundation on which to add new IP services without

the need to completely abandon their existing legacy

service infrastructure or their existing deployed legacy

subscriber base.

Advancing towards IMS

While 3GPP (define - news - alert) and the other

standardization organizations have been focusing on

defining how a pure IMS network would look,

function and behave, the operators’ reality dictates a

different point of view. A good example of this:

Verizon Wireless recently announced efforts looking

at the right migration towards IMS, with a particular

focus on the interaction between the IMS network

buildup and other domains available or becoming

available in the network — such as SOA, web

services, existing IN platforms or IPTV. This is the

first public example of a Tier 1 operator taking the

helm towards the goal of easing the transition from

current networks to the all-IP networks of the future,

and having a committed group of network equipment

providers behind it (in this case Cisco, Lucent,

Motorola, Nortel and Qualcomm).

Real World SCIM Deployments

There are already several examples of core network

SCIM deployments today. A North American mobile

(CDMA) service provider is using SCIM to enable its

approximately 3 million subscribers to make and

receive calls with a single number on virtually any

phone: wireless, wireline or VoIP softphone. In

addition to CDMA, the service provider can offer

SIP/IP based services to new markets including fixed

line, enterprise, and advanced multimedia

communications. SCIM functionality enables the

convergence of SIP clients to the CDMA network

without compromising the full connectivity to its

existing Wireless Intelligent Network Service Control
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Points (SCPs) including Prepaid SCP and an

additional SCP running advanced, location-based

VPN services.

In another recent deployment, an Israeli mobile

service provider chose a next-generation switching

solution that

provided a clear

migration path to

IP-based services but

also interacted with

its existing IN-based

services. It deployed

SCIM functionality

with a softswitch and

SIP-based

application server to

create an IMS

architecture ready for

the IP protocols of

today and tomorrow.

The service provider

can now deliver IP-

based services to its

mobile 2G, 2.5G and

3G subscribers. It

can expand to new

domains by using its

IP network to deliver

services to new devices, providing IP access, VoIP

connectivity, as well as the standard telephony services

that were already deployed in its network.

The Next Steps

Consumers and businesses are looking for convergence

across all of their communications; this is a

comprehensive spanning requirement that goes way

beyond the search for cheaper calls. While service

providers are already looking at moving to an IP-based

network, they must also meet these demands of their

customers today or loose their market share. We see

these trends invoking a new perception across service

providers globally, and spanning from Tier-1 (like the

Verizon Wireless A-IMS example) to developing

markets and smaller providers — the need for

evolutional migration

to IP and IMS.

Service providers

have begun to bridge

the transition and

address this need by

implementing SCIM

functionality. As

more service

providers become

aware of SCIM, it

becomes a new

foundation for

implementations

across their existing

network. We are

seeing service

providers using the

SCIM layer as the

transitional key

towards opening

more and more

IMS- and IP-based

doors, while continuing to leverage their invested

network toward their mass subscriber base.

Dr. Ayal Itzkovitz is CEO of Convergin and Tal Zoller is Vice

President of Business Development of Convergin. (news - alert) For

more information, please visit the company online at

http://www.convergin.com.
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Operators appreciate the importance and value of

an IMS architecture that offers a rapid service

creation environment, lower operational expense, and

new applications to increase their service offerings.

But, today, a large number of operators currently offer

messaging and communication services using legacy

platforms comprising proprietary hardware and

software with silo architectures. While the need to

respond quickly to new market opportunities and to

reduce operational costs are major drivers for

operators seeking to transition to IMS, many are not

ready to migrate to a complete IMS deployment

immediately, but, instead, prefer a phased gradual

movement to IMS.

Deploy a Next-Generation Communication

Platform

To support this transition, an operator can begin by

deploying a single next-generation communication

services platform that functions as an IMS

Application Server, offers an open access-agnostic

architecture for service creation, provides for flexible

bundling of services, and supports a broad set of new

services for both fixed and mobile subscribers. This

services framework is built using common off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software

components and is designed to provide the robustness and performance required of carrier-

grade systems.

Deploying a next-generation services platform in an initial phase is an appropriate transitional

step for operators in their quest toward an IMS architecture. This type of application

development environment can support existing services (voice mail, voice services, unified

communications), and accelerates time-to-market for new differentiated services (video mail,

video portal, advanced IP-based enhanced services) on a single platform. Its function as an

IMS SIP Application Server (AS) enables a seamless integration with other IMS core

network components as they are introduced into the network.

Benefits of Deploying a Next-Generation Communication Platform

Investing in a complete IMS deployment using a forklift approach is not feasible for many

operators because of the significant cost and risk. There is a significant expense incurred by an

operator for acquiring, migrating and integrating new IMS components such as Breakout

The IP Multimedia Subsystem

(IMS) architecture promises a

vehicle for fixed/mobile network

convergence, user mobility, access-

agnostic application development,

and a service-centric framework

where new revenue-generating

communication and messaging

services can be developed on an 

open architecture. An important

component of the IMS architecture

is the IMS Application Server where

services are deployed and executed.

Transitioning to an IMS Services Environment

feature articles

by Ian Moraes, Ph.D.
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Gateway Control Function (BGCF), Call Session

Control Function (CSCF), Home Subscriber Server

(HSS), Subscription Locator Function (SLF), Policy

Decision Function (PDF), and Media Gateway

Control Function (MGCF). Also, the lack of complete

definition and the evolving nature of the specifications

coupled with the lack of proven multi-vendor

interoperability and maturity of the components is a

major risk.

Deploying an IMS AS platform initially allows an

operator to gain a better insight and evaluation of the

type of organizational structure, roles, and business

processes required to create, market and support IMS

services in advance of a more comprehensive IMS

deployment. Using a

phased approach of

initially introducing an

IMS AS platform offers a

timelier path for service

innovation, enables

adoption of an incremental

funding model, and lowers

the barrier for entry into

the IMS arena. This allows

an operator to achieve a

better return on investment

compared to rolling out an

entire IMS deployment.

The capability to quickly

develop new personalized multimedia services to attract

new subscribers and reduce customer churn is

paramount. An inherent benefit of next-generation

communication services platforms is that one can

quickly develop new 2.5G/3G services using standard

technology enablers such as Java and VoiceXML. Java

facilitates rapid development of applications through a

broad set of standard APIs such as JavaServer Pages

( JSP) for generating dynamic Web pages, Java

Database Connectivity ( JDBC) for database access, the

Java Naming and Directory Interface ( JNDI) for access

to directory servers, JavaMail for interfacing with email

stores, and the Java API for XML-based RPC ( JAX-

RPC) for Web services. Java enables easy integration

with the back-end data infrastructure (such as LDAP

directory servers, SMTP/IMAP email stores,

SOAP/RTSP content management and streaming

services, and SQL databases), and SOAP/WSDL web

services. Moreover, there are Java standards that

specifically support SIP and IMS such as SIP Servlets

and emerging APIs for Java-enabled handsets.

Another technology enabler that forms a core of next-

generation services frameworks is VoiceXML.

VoiceXML is an industry standard presentation

technology used in telephony applications. It provides a

powerful, easy-to-use, web-oriented, XML-based

scripting language for

voice, video and

multimedia applications.

When VoiceXML

applications are used with

Media Resource Control

Protocol (MRCP)-based

industry standard speech

recognition and text-to-

speech servers, a speech

dimension can be added to

multimedia applications.

VoiceXML has been

widely deployed and used

to quickly develop rich

multimedia applications. A new version of VoiceXML

is being developed that promises new features and

flexibility to support the next-generation of converged

services.

Today, operators need to be able to offer a broad

spectrum of messaging and communications services

on different types of access networks. A next-gen

communication platform can support TDM, IP and

3G services on a single platform comprising core

multimedia application logic that is abstracted from the

access mechanism. For example, basic services such as

voice mail can be supported via TDM or SIP while

...many [operators] are

not ready to migrate to a

complete IMS deployment

immediately, but, instead,

prefer a phased gradual

movement to IMS.
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newer services such as mobile video portals can be

supported using the 3G-324M standard and SIP. Thus,

the support for multiple access mechanisms on a single

platform fits well with the access-agnostic IMS vision

and enables a smoother transition when a complete

IMS network is deployed.

A next-generation services platform enables an operator

to take advantage of innovative features not available in

legacy platforms. For example, operators can quickly

create interactive multimedia applications using

VoiceXML and Java that can then be deposited in

subscribers’ mailboxes. After the subscriber

authenticates and retrieves the message in his/her

mailbox, the interactive application is executed allowing

a subscriber to take actions on the content and

information presented. This enables creating targeted

offers (e.g., music or video offers) embedded in a

message that the subscriber can then act on by making

purchases, subscribing to new services, requesting more

information or forwarding the offer to a friend. Thus,

the ability to quickly create new targeted, short-lived

applications is available on this type of platform and

does not require a complete IMS network overhaul.

Legacy messaging deployments typically maintain

subscriber data within each application platform with

little opportunity to share data across applications.

Next-generation communication platforms comprise a

single authentication and authorization point and

logical repository for subscriber data. They provide an

open interface (HTTP/XML or SOAP) to access this

data so that it can be shared across different

applications. This design approach aligns well with the

IMS generic user profile concept that provides a single

point of access for subscriber data and a centralized

server with access to multiple data repositories via

protocols such as SOAP to provide a unified

conceptual view of subscriber data. Thus, this type of

strategy enables a smooth transition to realizing the

IMS vision of subscriber data management.

A phased transitional strategy implies that an AS

platform will be able to integrate with other IMS

network components as they are introduced into the

network. The integration of IMS functions using

standard interfaces is a central tenet of the IMS

architecture. An AS platform offers a SIP-based

interface that can support the IMS Service Control

(ISC) interface to the Serving CSCF (S-CSCF), the

“Sh” interface that uses DIAMETER to interface with

an HSS, and, the “Ut” interface that uses

HTTP/XML to enable subscribers to manage service-

specific data. Additionally, applications can access

online and offline-charging functions with IMS

“Ro/Rf ” interfaces using DIAMETER. An AS

platform can also be used along with the IMS Service

Capability Interaction Manager (SCIM) function, in

the future, to create composite services (akin to Web

mashups that realize innovative services by blending

data from different web sources) through service

orchestration across IMS AS platforms.

Conclusion

Operators want to evolve their networks in an IMS

direction as it matures. An initial deployment of a next-

generation communication services platform that can

function as an IMS Application Server provides a

phased transition to an IMS architecture. A standards-

based application architecture liberates operators from

vendor lock-in, lowers operational costs, accelerates the

time-to-market for new services and supports a broad

set of access networks. This open architectural

framework also enables third party developers to

participate in this burgeoning ecosystem. These benefits

clearly reflect the essence and promise of the IMS value

proposition.

Ian Moraes, Ph.D., is a Principal Engineer in the CTO Office at

Glenayre Messaging. (news - alert) For more information on

Glenayre, visit http://www.glenayre.com.
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Today, the communications that initiate or

terminate with a phone company’s customer travel through a

chaotic maze of connections, much of which is outside the domain

of the telecommunications industry as a whole — companies like

eBay (quote - news - alert) and Barclays Bank, for example, but also the

hackers and fraudsters that impersonate them, and others, who just

want to hijack or ransom them. And instead of simple phone calls,

those lines of communications are a bedlam of digital goods and

services, movies and music, email and web pages, online games and

videoconferences, as well as VoIP and IPTV — the brave new

world of Services-over-IP (SoIP).

As carriers evolve to a world of SoIP and IMS architectures, they

must learn to manage networks that are larger, faster, more complex

— and more vulnerable — than ever. Indeed, IMS is designed to

facilitate the provisioning and decommissioning of services. But it

provides nothing to help carriers with the management and

security of those services. One option is for carriers to buy single

point solutions to secure each service, one by one. However, this is

hardly an option for carriers that envision offering anywhere from

five to 20 concurrent IP services; the cost is too prohibitive.

Yet history has proven a need to protect against malicious network

attacks. Over the past few years, each new threat epidemic has

demonstrated increased speed, virulence and sophistication over its

predecessor. The Code Red worm took more than 14 hours to

infect its population in 2001. The Slammer worm, released some

18 months later, did the same in less than 10 minutes. Code Red is

thought to have infected roughly 360,000 hosts; while by some estimates, the Nimda worm

compromised more than 2 million.

Unfortunately, the ability to defend against these outbreaks remains entirely inadequate, not

having advanced significantly since the Code Red episode in mid-2001. Again, traditional

security point solutions and appliances placed only at the network edge are no longer

sufficient for dealing with highly distributed, low-volume and layer 7 attacks. Such systems

either provide deep-packet inspection but lack correlation across the entire network; or

provide some correlation, but only for layer 4 information. Solutions of both description

lack the holistic view of the network (meaning deep-packet inspection plus full correlation)

required to detect the emerging breed of malicious attacks.

Today’s carriers require a next-generation security solution that provides real-time anomaly

detection on the edge and in the core of the network — a systems approach to security,

It used to be easy to

secure a telephony

connection. Traditional

phone companies owned

their networks and

controlled every inch of

the connection between

their central offices and the

simple telephone

instrument at the other

end. The only

interconnections were with

a handful of other carriers

whose networks were

equally secure.

IMS and Security: Keeping the

Internet Safe in a World of SoIP

special section on ims security

by Dr. Antonio Nucci
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rather than an expensive and inadequate point

solution approach. Carriers must have full visibility

into all network elements, from edge-based devices

such as IDS/IPS (intrusion detection and prevention

systems) and firewalls, to databases, to the gateway

and backbone routers themselves. They must combine

this visibility with both coarse and fine granularity of

information about the traffic they carry. Most

importantly, they must have the ability to correlate all

this data in one place to accurately detect widely

distributed, low-volume attacks. In effect, carriers

must also evolve to behavior-based security algorithms

that extend beyond the typical signature-based and

volume-based detection and, instead, monitor the

actual entropy of the network as a whole.

A Shift in Thinking: Entropy-Based Security

Essential to effective network

security is the ability to detect

an anomaly, classify its type,

identify the specific threat

and potential damage to the

network, and then take the

appropriate action.

Different types of attacks are

identifiable by different kinds

of analysis: some by layer 3,

others by full layer 4 and still

others by layer 7. For carriers

to successfully prevent

widespread network impact,

they need a system that

integrates and analyzes

information from multiple

sources. This system should

also employ the new

generation of advanced

algorithms that provide unmatched detection

capabilities, while reducing detection lag to seconds.

Thanks to the dedicated work of experts in the

industry, there exist two families of algorithms that

jointly detect and prioritize a substantial variety of

network attacks. By employing these algorithms,

carriers can build a robust security system around

their network perimeters to remain safe from the most

sophisticated and distributed of today’s — or even

tomorrow’s — attacks.

Information Entropy

The first family of algorithms is based on information

entropy. Every system in the universe is governed by

its own set of physical laws. Like all complex physical

systems, the Internet is uniquely identified by its

equilibrium point or fingerprint. Any external

disturbance introduced into a working system will

break its equilibrium point and will force the system

to transition to a new one, thereby creating a signature

that uniquely identifies that disturbance. Information

entropy succinctly represents

the system’s equilibrium at

any point in time. By

capturing the difference

between any of these two

points one can characterize

any subtle disturbances

brought on by any type of

network anomaly.

Information entropy

algorithms extract in real-

time the critical features from

Internet traffic (from layer 2

through to layer 7) that

reflect the network’s status.

These features are then used

to detect any deviation of the

network’s equilibrium point

(for example, a change in its

energy, structure, randomness

or fuzziness). In order to visualize this abstract

concept, consider a very simple example of network

anomaly: a worm outbreak. Worm traffic is more

uniform or structured than normal Internet traffic in

Over the past few

years, each new

threat epidemic

has demonstrated

increased speed,

virulence and

sophistication over

its predecessor.
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some respects and more random in others. When a

network is attacked by a worm, several traffic features

(such as source and destination IPs, source and

destination ports, and flow size) will massively change

their behavior.

For instance:

• A large number of flows that originate from

only a few infected machines become a

significant part of the total traffic.

• Destination hosts are selected in a purely

random fashion, leading to an abnormally large

number of distinct destination IPs being

contacted in a short time frame.

• Source and destination ports are used in an

abnormal fashion, depending on the scanning

strategy used by the worm to identify its

potential targets.

• Flows with a similar size become a dominant

part of the total flows observed.

A worm outbreak will alter the Internet fingerprint by

severely changing the distributions of the features

mentioned here. Some distributions will be skewed

along a few values (for example, the source IP address

of the infected machines or the destination ports used

by the worm); while other distributions will become

more uniformly dispersed across a larger set of values

(for example, the destination IP addresses of the

targeted victims). Information entropy algorithms will

monitor both the distributions and their correlation in

time, and quickly detect any deviation (either small or

large) that is symptomatic of the anomaly.

Low-rate anomalies, slowly propagating worms and

other early-stage anomalies are easily detected and

accurately reported by these algorithms.

Signal Processing Theory

The second family of algorithms utilizes concepts

from signal processing theory. These algorithms

extract key features of Internet traffic (again from

layers 2 through 7) from all vantage points and

analyze the data in real-time, profiling both the

temporal and spatial correlation across all sources of

data. These new algorithms are capable of adapting to

different network conditions and “statistically” learning

the normal behavior of any network at any point in

time — without the need for human interaction. Key

features are extracted, stored and processed at very

high speeds using efficient data structures and

searching algorithms, which guarantee excellent

performance.

Conclusion

Today’s complex, ever-changing carrier environment is

fertile ground for a host of new, sophisticated threats,

vulnerabilities and malicious attacks. Forward-looking

carrier architectures such as IMS require a next-

generation systems approach to security, one that is

designed for use on large, complex, high-speed

networks and can adapt to rapidly changing

environments and new service offerings. Such a system

must provide full visibility into all the elements in the

network, and the ability to manage and correlate all

the information from those elements at extremely

high speeds. Finally, next-generation security systems

must employ advanced algorithms, based on advanced

mathematical principals, such as information entropy

and signal processing that see well beyond traditional

volume or signature-based appliances and point

solutions.

By Dr. Antonio Nucci is the Chief Technology Officer of Narus,

Inc. (news - alert) For more information, please visit

http://www.narus.com.
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The very distributed and open nature of the IMS

architecture is a new network (and business) paradigm,

and with it comes a range of security threats and new

network dimensions that demand a new generation of

security solutions.

IMS Functional Elements and Their Inherent

Security Risk

IMS functional elements (i.e., Proxy, Serving and

Interrogating Call Session Control Functions, Border

Gateway Control Functions, Media Resource Control

Functions, Home Subscriber Servers, Application

Servers, etc.) communicate via standard reference points

instead of interfaces (see Figure 2 on opposite page).

Unlike an interface where any device can communicate

to a particular element, a reference point is a well-

defined set of rules that associate two functions.

Reference points provide a controlled and restrictive set of specifications that describe all

IMS’ three-layered architecture
for separate application, control

and transport functions allows for
an open IP-based communications
platform rather than a monolithic,

closed architecture (see
Figure 1). This
approach decouples the
service delivery
components from the
physical network,
making it possible for
services to be
independent of the
network over which
they are delivered —
with the goal of
reducing the service
provider’s cost of
developing services and
deploying those

services faster, across more access
networks and to broader markets.

A Prescription for IMS Security

by Cam Cullen
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communications between two functional elements,

including protocols for the various types of signaling

and bearer traffic. Reference points specify how IMS

entities interact with their peers and dictate which

entities are allowed to utilize a particular function.

Regardless of the reference point types, all IMS

signaling and communications are based on IP

protocols.

Having functional entities separated by IP reference

points ensures interoperability between vendor

equipment, application flexibility and the reuse of

common components for any type of multimedia

services that may arise over time. However, this

architecture has its own set of drawbacks. Distributing

core network functions that are connected together over

IP ultimately means more opportunity to break the

architecture from a security perspective. Compounding

this problem is the fact that IMS products are not

unified by a common security model. Differences in

functional level and performance capabilities between

vendor implementations of security necessitate a

common 

security fabric (i.e., a next-

generation security platform)

that manages and controls all

vital communications.

This common platform must

secure and control access to the

IMS network, protect the IMS

core infrastructure and

applications, and do this at

Tier-1 service provider

deployment performance and

scalability levels.

IMS Access Security

Requirements

IMS access borders have a

rigorous set of security

challenges, in particular

because of their projected scale

and performance requirements. IMS network

dimensions (i.e., number of concurrent users, devices

and active sessions), as with other fixed-mobile

convergence (FMC) networks, are expected to be an

order of magnitude greater than today’s generation of

fixed-line VoIP, CDMA and GSM networks.

The primary goal of IMS access security is to keep

unauthorized users and traffic from penetrating the

network. Access security within the IMS framework is

designed to only allow authenticated traffic access to the

IMS core elements. The user is authenticated and a

secure connection is established between the user and

the IMS network.

The authentication process depends on the application.

Mobile (3GPP) applications require that all signaling

between the user and the network be encrypted. In

contrast, wireline (TISPAN) authentication procedures

do not require encryption, but with FMC on the

horizon, encryption will be a ubiquitous requirement.
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Furthermore, authorized user traffic needs to be

monitored and controlled for service and quality

assurance. For instance, the IMS network must have the

ability to ensure proper bandwidth and priority is given

to a particular application flow, but it also must protect

from theft of service within application flows (i.e.,

prevent users from receiving streaming video bandwidth

while only paying for streaming audio).

Legacy security devices, such as firewalls, routers and

session border controllers, will be challenged to handle

these access functions at the expected IMS network

scale (e.g., the average IMS user will have multiple

always-on active sessions concurrently [presence, email,

registration, IM, voice, etc.] — all of which must be

monitored and controlled for security, QoS and

bandwidth theft).

Infrastructure and Core Network 

Border Requirements

Besides guarding against unauthorized entry from “last

mile” access networks and controlling which services are

delivered, IMS’ network peering borders, core network

elements and protocols must all be protected from

intrusion and attacks.

Network-to-network border security protects the IMS

network from unauthorized access via other networks

— especially the Internet, which will be a common

access network for roaming users. IP peering between

service provider networks opens up potential threats to

the IMS core. Fully controlling the network border

requires a combination of stateful firewall, application

layer gateway (ALG), packet/flow filtering, address

translation, virtual private networking (VPN) and

encryption capabilities between peering networks.

Firewalls and packet filters are necessary to protect

against undesired packet flows (i.e., allowing voice traffic

from one network, but not another). Network address

translation (NAT), although not a security capability, is

used to obscure visibility into the

IMS networks address structure

and is most effective when used

with other security functions.

VPNs compartmentalize the

security problem by partitioning

the underlying network itself, and

encrypted sessions authenticate and

secure the information that flows

between networks (see 

Figure 3).

Security threats also come from

within, therefore it is critical that

the IMS network have a

mechanism of protecting itself

from its own operators. The

concept of IMS Security Zones

must be implemented into the

security model to effectively protect

from internal threats. For example,

because subscriber and charging

information can be stolen or
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tampered with on the HSS and S-CSCF, it would

make sense to have these elements under a high-security

zone via protocol, station and IP-port restrictions and

enforcements to a small subset of operators. On the

other hand, the P-CSCF and Gateway GPRS Node

would fall under a public-security zone, where less

restrictive protocol, station, and IP-port policies are

implemented due to the nature of the public domain.

Rather than using multiple security devices to achieve

zoning and control of the network, virtualization

technology cost-effectively achieves this within a single

platform (see Figure 4).

Network attacks such as denial of service (DoS) attacks

(from inside or outside the network) are designed to

exploit design and implementation weaknesses in the

protocols and stacks of network elements. The IMS

network must be able to thwart flood, sweep, scan,

malformed packets, spoofing and fragmentation attacks

against IP, UDP, TCP, ICMP, IGMP, SIP, RTP, RTSP

and IKE protocols.

To perform these comprehensive functions, the IMS

security solution required must be able to perform deep

packet inspection in real-time, maintain service

transparency and not affect the underlying performance

of the network.

Meeting Security Challenges of the New Network

Paradigm

IMS seeks to streamline service providers’ internal

systems and operations by eliminating the “silo”

approach to carrier infrastructure (i.e., by serving all

access networks — and subscribers — with a common

core infrastructure and set of applications.)

To maintain efficiency, a single platform is

needed to provide the security functions for

the entire infrastructure (subscriber device,

access network, core network and

applications), rather than create new “silos.”

Platforms tasked with protecting the

various facets of the IMS network must be

able to authenticate and encrypt sessions,

filter and throttle sessions, and enforce

service policies, all the while doing these

functions at wire-speed. Securing the next-

generation (i.e., IMS) network is complex

and requires purpose-built next-generation

solutions (i.e.,“Security Gateways”) far more

comprehensive than traditional firewalls,

routers and session border controllers in

terms of security (every major security

function), scalability (up to hundreds of

thousands of concurrent registered users

and sessions), performance (wire speed at

maximum scalability and with all 

major security functions active) and carrier-class

availability (99.999%).

Cam Cullen is Vice President of Product Management, Reef Point

Systems. (news - alert) For more information, please visit the company

online at http://www.reefpoint.com.
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In the area of security, IMS stands for Is Missing

Security. How is that even possible you wonder? This is

not heresy since IMS is simply an architectural

blueprint of functional elements that work together to

deliver interactive communications services and

applications. It does not provide any guidance in terms

of the products you should buy to implement it or how

to physically deploy them. Consequently, IMS security

is highly dependent upon the products you select and

how you deploy them.

This is somewhat analogous to the design and

construction of most homes. An architect is responsible

for the design of the house it terms of its functional

elements and their relationships — kitchen, living

room, bedrooms, etc. The builder selects the actual

materials used to construct the house — cement for the

foundation, lumber for the frame, roofing materials,

paint, etc. Security is an afterthought, an add-on tacked

on by some specialist. Only in high-end homes will the

architect, builder and security specialist collaborate in

the design phase.

If you want a secure IMS network, you should approach

the task as if you were building your dream house.

Otherwise, you could have real nightmares!

Mapping Security Threats and Requirements 

to IMS Functions

There are a number of real security threats for IMS

networks and their subscribers. They include denial of service (DoS/DDoS) attacks, non-

malicious overloads, viruses and malware, service fraud, identity theft, eavesdropping, and

SPIT (SPam for Internet Telephony). The impact and probability of these threats in an

IMS environment is assessed in Table 1 (see on opposite page).

Compared to free Internet telephony services used by anonymous subscribers, the

probability of these threats in an IMS environment is somewhat less since subscribers are

known, not anonymous, and will have a financial relationship with the service provider.

However, the impact of these threats considering the money and relationships at stake could

be much more damaging in terms of lost revenue, subscribers, subscriber assets and perhaps

even human lives if E911 services were impacted.

Today, IMS is God in terms

of the service architecture for

the next-gen IP network. Almost

everyone — vendors, service

providers, trade publications and

conference organizers — is

bowing down and dogmatically

embracing it — or one of its

derivative architectures such as

ETSI TISPAN Release 1,

Multiservice Forum Release 3 or

PacketCable 2 — as their savior.

But how perfect is IMS? Is IMS

perfect in every dimension —

vision, functions, technology

selection, ease of implementation?

IMS: Is Missing Security

by Seamus Hourihan
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The security features required to mitigate these

various threats are mapped to supporting IMS

functions and features in Table 2 using color codes.

Green indicates the requirement is satisfied, red

means the requirement is not addressed, yellow means

the requirement is partially addressed.

IMS does satisfy a number of security feature

requirements such as:

• Topology hiding at interconnect borders

• Subscriber authentication

• Subscriber authorization
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• Signaling encryption

• Admission control based upon network

bandwidth availability

However, it is also apparent from the bleeding red ink

that numerous security requirements are not

addressed by IMS and thus are left to specific product

implementations and deployment strategies. This

article, we will analyze the requirements for protecting

against DoS/DDoS attacks and non-malicious

overloads.

DoS & DDoS Attacks

Protection from both malicious Denial-of-Service

(DoS) and distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks is a

security requirement absent from IMS. While IMS

defines mechanisms for

subscriber

authentication using

IPsec and SIP Digest,

and subscriber service

authorization via the

HSS, legitimate

subscribers could still

generate attacks on the

IMS service

infrastructure. Attack

protection is also not a

one-way street.

Disgruntled service

provider employees

(remember Milton in

Office Space when he

was deprived of his

stapler) could also generate attacks on the IP PBXs

and endpoints used by subscribers. Lastly, these

attacks could be SIP signaling-based, RTP media-

based or both.

Protection against these attacks could be implemented

by every IMS network element. However, the cost of

“hardening” every element is probably financially

prohibitive considering the hardware requirements

that will be discussed below. Alternatively, the focus

should be on the IMS border elements highlighted in

Figure 1 (see on opposite page). These would include

the P-CSCF and A-BGF, located on the access border

between a subscriber’s User Equipment and the IMS

core, and the I-BCF and I-BGF, located on the

interconnect border between other service provider

networks and the IMS core. These border elements

need to perform two tasks: 1) protect themselves

against DoS/DDoS attacks, and 2) prevent these

attacks from infiltrating the IMS core or

customer/supplier networks.

To provide self-protection against DoS/DDoS

attacks, these elements must quickly detect the attack

and block its source while continuing to provide

service to other subscribers. As detailed in Table 2,

this would require

monitoring SIP

signaling rates and

message formats for

mutation combined

with the ability to

create dynamic, real-

time “deny” access

control lists by IP

address for attacking

endpoints. In product

implementation, this

would require separate

trusted and untrusted

hardware paths for

processing signaling

messages, separate

queues that are policed

internally within the product and network processor-

based ACLs for performance scalability.

Preventing attacks from infiltrating the IMS core or

customer/supplier networks requires a number of

security features. Topology hiding, using NAPT to

hide the IP addresses of the IMS elements, is one

sub-function defined by IMS for this purpose.
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However, this sub-function is only defined for the I-

BCF at the interconnect border to other service

provider networks. IMS somewhat naively assumes

that this sub-function is not required for the P-CSCF

at the access border since “closed” endpoints like your

wireless phone will never be allowed by the service

provider to generate a DoS attack. However, it has

been proven that an ordinary laptop PC can cripple

any softswitch using a flood of SIP REGISTER or

INVITE messages. Insert a 3G or 4G wireless card

and that laptop becomes a potential weapon of mass

destruction.

Traffic Overloads

High volumes of legitimate traffic can have the same

impact as a DoS/DDoS attack. For example, a flood

of registration messages after a city power failure

could adversely disrupt all services. The same

mechanisms that protect against DoS/DDoS attacks

are also applicable here.

Contrary to popular opinion in certain circles, there is

no such thing as unlimited bandwidth and CSCF

hardware resources. Admission control based upon

network bandwidth availability is supported by the

PDF/RACS function within IMS. However,

mechanisms for preventing overloads on S- and I-

CSCF functions are also missing from IMS. Service

providers will require a border element to perform call

rate limiting or code gaping for each CSCF based

upon the number of sessions or session establishment

rate. Selective admission control based upon
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destination or source telephone numbers to ensure

valuable enterprise calls are always accommodated

even in the presence of high-volume, low-value

consumer televoting, such as for American Idol, is also

crucial.

Deployment Considerations

An IMS-compliant network could be implemented by

buying just one product that supports all functional

elements in one “box.” Alternatively, each separate

functional element could be implemented by separate

individual products.

The trade-offs

associated with the

optimal deployment

include complexity,

cost, scalability and

security.

From a security

perspective, the

border signaling

elements, the P-

CSCF and I-BCF,

provide access to the

IMS core. These

elements should be

physically isolated

from more centrally

located I/S-CSCF in

much the same way that our immigration check

points are located not at the White House, but at the

many physical entry points to the United States.

There should be multiple P-CSCFs at access network

borders and in each “visited” network to prevent

DoS/DDoS attack infiltration into the transport core

network and to minimize the impact of site disasters

such as earthquakes and hurricanes. Separation of the

P-CSCF and IBCF from I/S-CSCF provides an

opportunity to offload compute-intensive tasks such

as IPsec termination, topology hiding, etc. to increase

the signaling capacity and scalability of these core I/S-

CSCF elements.

Unfortunately, many vendors’ CSCF products today

cannot be physically decomposed. While this is viable

for IMS functionality testing in a lab environment, it

is unacceptable for large IMS deployments.

Security — at what cost?

The cost of security is analogous to insurance. It

needs to be weighed in the context of the risk taken

and its probability.

Protection against

DoS/DDoS attacks

and the effects of

legitimate traffic

overloads for some

providers is as

necessary as life

insurance. The

resulting loss of

service from

successful attacks and

unexpected overloads

could result in lost

customers and

revenues. In a future

article we will cover

the issues associated

with a variety of other threats ranging from viruses

and malware to SPIT.

Seamus Hourihan is Vice President, Product Management &

Marketing at Acme Packet. (news - alert) For more information,

please visit the company online at http://www.acmepacket.com.
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The pace of IMS evolution and its impact will only grow as familiarity with

the technology increases and IMS services and applications gain

traction. Growth is undoubtedly good, but the speed and extent of

the IMS market’s expansion and evolution could at least

temporarily undermine the impact of the technology. The market’s

rapid growth, coupled with the rising number of related products,

services and vendors, could underscore existing ambiguities over

IMS standards, protocols, interfaces and interoperability in general.

Questions may also rise over service quality and ultimately return

on investment (ROI) in IMS technology.

These challenges are not unique to IMS. Almost every promising

technology faces similar hurdles. What separates the truly

transformational technologies from the all others is how quickly an

industry addresses its challenges — if at all. The key to success is

having vendors, service providers and network operators work

together to address common issues.

IMS players, in effect, need to work collectively wherever possible

to promote their technology, educate users and enhance

interoperability. Everyone wins in this case because IMS will meet

if not exceed the market’s expectations.

The IMS Forum (http://www.IMSForum.org) is constantly

working to promote and educate the wider business community on

IMS technology, while serving as a clearinghouse for IMS vendors

and service providers to discuss and address critical issues.

A prime example is the IMS Forum’s inaugural IMS Applications

and Services Plugfest event planned for this January at the UNH

Interoperability Lab. This milestone event is designed to bring

vendors and service providers together to establish criteria and

requirements for IMS Applications and Service Delivery compliance. The Plugfest, in 

effect, will establish an industry-recognized “stamp of approval” or certification for IMS

applications and services.

The IMS Forum Plugfest, which will run from January 15th through the 21st, is just the first in

a series of Plugfests that will provide open environments to address interoperability issues,

establish best practices and ease rapid and effective IMS deployment.

For more information on Plugfest participation, testing practices and sponsorship opportunities contact

Michael Khalilian, Chairman & President of IMS Forum at Mkhalilian@IMSForum.org.
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IMS is growing. Its reach

and potential impact is

being felt in virtually every

segment of the

communications industry

from broadband to

advanced wireless services.

Vendors and service

providers, in turn, are

scrambling to keep pace

with these rising

expectations by stretching

the technology’s envelope

and rolling out a widening

stream of new IMS-related

products, services and

applications.

IMS Forum’s First PlugFest

Interoperability Event
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